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Nanostructured metals possess ultra-high mechanical strength. A well-established 
consensus is that the deformation behaviors of these materials are governed by the high density of 
interfaces. Previous studies have shown that, at nanoscale, interfaces act not only as obstacles of 
dislocations but also as main sources for dislocation emission. However, due to the lack of proper 
descriptors for interface structures, it is difficult to quantify the interface-dislocation interaction 
mechanisms in the nanostructured metals. 
Targeting to resolve this problem, my research is divided into two steps. In the first step, 
the interface-dominant plastic deformation mechanisms of semi-coherent Cu–Ag and Cu-Al 
nanolayered metals, subjected to out-of-plane tension, are investigated by molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations. The results show that the initially planar Cu–Ag nanolayers abruptly become 
wavy at a critical tensile strain. High stress concentrations subsequently develop at the summits 
and valleys of the wavy Cu–Ag interlayer interfaces, from which micro-twinning partials are 
emitted. On the other hand, stacking fault tetrahedra (SFTs) are observed initiating from the Cu–
Al semi-coherent interface. The closed SFTs within the Cu interlayers and open-ended SFTs 
within the Al interlayers envelop Cu-Al interface and result in considerable strain hardening of the 
Cu–Al nanolayers. These contrasting observations in Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayers are associated 
with the different shear resistance along the respective interfaces and they both introduce new 
length scale effect to determine the macroscopic strength of the nanolayered metals.  
While postdictive MD simulations can be used to characterize the mechanics of the 
interfaces, in the second step of my research, the notion of continuum-equivalent traction fields is 
introduced as local quantitative interface descriptors to predict the deformation behaviors directly 
from the atomic interface structure. These descriptors are applied to symmetrical-tilt 〈110〉 Ni 
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grain boundaries and successfully predict the critical stress for dislocation emissions. Additionally, 
the traction signatures along the grain boundaries are used to explain the tension-compression 
asymmetry of grain boundaries to nucleate dislocations.  
Traction signatures descriptors can potentially be used to establish the relationship between 
the atomic structure of grain boundary and its propensity to impede, absorb, or transmit 
dislocations. The descriptors are also expected to broadly apply to more complex interface 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Nanostructured metals have order-of-magnitude higher mechanical strength compared to 
their traditional coarse-grained counterparts and therefore are highly promising as the next-
generation aerospace materials [1, 2].  It is now well-accepted that the ultra-high mechanical 
strength of these materials stems from their high interface density [3, 4]. In traditional coarse-
grained metals, the interfaces impede the motion of pre-existing dislocations (line defects) across 
different grains, leading to dislocation pile-up at the interface and consequently forest hardening 
[5, 6]. As the grain size decreases, the increasing density of interfaces provides more obstacles for 
dislocation motion, leading to increased mechanical strength governed by the famous Hall-Petch 
relationship [7, 8]. At grain-sizes of below ~50   , however, the density of pre-existing 
dislocations become significantly smaller. The strength of these nanostructured metals is instead 
controlled by the confined slip of dislocation within single grain or interlayer [9]. As grain size 
reduced to ~10nm, nucleation of dislocations from the interfaces, as well as the interactions 
between dislocations and interfaces without the help of local “pile-up” stress, determines the 
materials’ strength [10-12]. Through understanding and quantifying the interface-dominant 
deformation mechanisms, the long-term goal of my research aims to establish the relationship 
between the atomic structure of the interfaces and deformation response in nanostructured metals.  
My thesis research is divided into two parts. The first part studies the complex interface-
dominant deformation mechanisms in nanoscale bi-metal Cu-Ag and Cu-Al multilayered metals, 
under loading-conditions relevant to the deformation of bulk polycrystalline Cu-Ag and Cu-Al 
nanolayered metals. While the interfaces of Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayered metals are both semi-
coherent and have almost the same lattice mismatch across the interface, the deformation 
mechanisms revealed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are surprisingly different. 
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Specifically, a transition of the interlayers from initially planar to wavy is observed for Cu-Ag 
nanolayered metals subjected to out-of-plane tensile deformation. While the development of 
stacking fault tetrahedra (SFTs) along the interlayer interfaces is demonstrated for Cu-Al 
nanolayered metals under the same loading condition. The activation of both deformation 
mechanisms introduces new competing length-scale effects for macroscopic strength of 
nanolayered metals, which can ultimately explain the saturation in the yield strength of these 
materials with decreasing interlayer thickness below ~10 nm shown in experiments [9, 13]. 
Motivated by the sensitivity of the deformation mechanisms to the atomic structure of the interface, 
the second part of my thesis research focuses on quantifying the relationship between the atomic 
structure of interfaces and the propensity of these interfaces to emit dislocations with the notion of 
continuum-equivalent traction fields as quantitative interface descriptors. For simplicity, 
symmetrical-tilt 〈110〉Ni grain boundaries are investigated with a generalized framework based 
on the virtual work principle to reconstruct the traction distributions along the interface.  The 
research uncovers the relationship between the grain boundary tractions and the critical stress to 
trigger dislocation emissions from the boundary. It also successfully explains the tension-
compression asymmetry of dislocation emission from these grain boundary structures. The 
traction-based interface descriptors are expected to be applicable to quantify multiple dislocation-
interface interactions across general interface structures, including semi-coherent Cu-Al and Cu-
Ag interfaces. 
The organization of thesis document is as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of state-
of-the-art approaches for characterizing grain boundary and heterogeneous interface structures. 
The interface deformation mechanics are also reviewed in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents the 
results of my MD simulations on the deformation response of Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayered 
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metals, in which two unique deformation mechanisms are uncovered, activated under out-of-plane 
tensile deformation: the planar-to-wavy transition for Cu-Ag nanolayers, and the formation of 
SFTs for Cu-Al interlayers. The relationship between these deformation mechanisms and the 
macroscopic strength of the respective nanolayered metals is discussed. Chapter 4 focuses on the 
notion of continuum-equivalent traction fields as local quantitative descriptors of interfaces. The 
approach to reconstruct the continuous interface tractions from atomic stress information in the 
vicinity of grain boundary is presented in the context of symmetrical-tilt 〈110〉Ni grain boundaries. 
The relationship between the traction signatures along these grain boundaries and the propensity 
of the boundaries to emit dislocations is quantified. In addition, my results explain the 
asymmetrical dislocation emission processes of these grain boundary structures under applied 
uniaxial tension and compression loading. In Chapter 5, the main findings of my research are 





Chapter 2. Literature Review 
The interfaces in nanostructured metals can be categorized as: (a) homogeneous interfaces 
(grain boundaries), which separate two crystals of the same metal in the same phase and (b) 
heterogeneous interfaces, which separate two different metals or two different phases of the same 
metal. In this chapter, an overview of recent efforts to characterize the atomic structures of 
homogeneous and heterogeneous interfaces, as well as to quantify the deformation mechanisms of 
these interfaces, are presented. 
 
2.1 Homogeneous Interfaces 
Grain boundaries are typically categorized by the mis-orientation angle between the two 
component grains. The infinite possible mis-orientation angles and multiple rotation methods give 
infinite number of possible grain boundary structures. However, there are certain special 
orientations of grain boundaries which are energetically favorable, and can be characterized by the 
Coincidence Site Lattice (CSL) theory [14, 15]. The CSL theory describes the degree of fit between 
the structures of the two grains. When the crystal lattice of one grain is virtually extended across 
the boundary to the other one, the superimposed lattices will have a certain number of overlapping 
atoms; the reciprocal of the fraction of coincidence sites to the total number of lattice sites is 
defined as the CSL value (Σ). Taking Σ3(111) grain boundary as an example, Fig. 2.1 shows a 
schematic of how to calculate CSL values. Using electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) 
techniques and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), researchers are able 
to determine the grain orientations and in-turn the CSL value of the grain boundary [16, 17]. Early 
experimental studies appeared to show that a lower Σ value leads to a more stable grain boundary 
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structure, i.e. one that has reduced propensity for dislocation nucleation or transmission [18, 19], 
however this has been disproved in later experimental studies [20]. Another interface descriptor, 
the grain boundary energy, is used to quantify the excess energy contributed by the presence of 
the grain boundary structure. Olmsted, Foiles & Holm (2009) calculated the grain boundary 
energies for a comprehensive set of 388 distinct grain boundaries in Al and Ni, but could not find 
a distinct correlation between the boundary energy and the propensity for dislocation nucleation 
or transmission from grain boundaries [21].  
Sutton and Vitek (1983) proposed the idea of Structure unit (SU) models to represent the 
local atomic structures of tilt grain boundaries [22]. They demonstrated that certain favored grain 
boundaries comprise of a contiguous sequence of one unique type of structural element defined as 
a structure unit (SU), while other non-favored grain boundaries are composed of combinations of 
different types of SUs. Rittner and Seidman (1996) characterized the SUs in twenty-one 〈110〉 
symmetric tilt Cu grain boundaries using atomic simulations [23]. They showed that the extensive 
local atomic relaxations in low-stacking fault energy FCC metals result in delocalized/dissociated 
grain boundary structures, which are incompatible with the SU model. Depending on the mis-
orientation angle, the individual SUs within different grain boundaries can have different extents 
of distortion which ultimately determine the propensity of the boundary to emit/transmit 
dislocations [24].  
Because of the lack of suitable interface descriptors, the role of the atomic structure of 
grain boundary in the emission or transmission of dislocations is still not well understood. Material 
hardening laws based on dislocation pile-up model consider only the lattice orientations of adjacent 
grains, but have largely neglected the role of grain boundary structure [5]. Instead, the deformation 
mechanics of the grain boundary structure have been mostly studied with MD simulations. For 
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example, Yamakov et al. (2002) demonstrated that micro-twins, formed by emission of 
consecutive 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocations from grain boundaries and triple junctions, play 
an important role in the plastic deformation of nanocrystalline metals, which is in contrast to 
coarse-grained metals where full dislocation slip dominants the deformation process [10]. In 
another study, Li et al. (2010) showed that the emission of dislocations from the grain boundaries 
softens nanocrystalline Cu with nano-twinned grains and limits the maximum strength of the metal 
[12]. McPhie and co-workers (2012) also showed via atomic simulations that the defect sites within 
grain boundary structures are more likely to nucleate partial dislocations first [25]; similar 
observations have been reported by Mompiou et al. (2012) using TEM [26].  
Focusing on the relationship between the SU descriptors of the grain boundary and the 
propensity of the boundaries to emit dislocations, Tschopp et al. (2007) and Spearot et al. (2007) 
demonstrated that grain boundaries with high interfacial free volume, denoted by E-SUs along the 
boundary, generally have lower dislocation nucleation strength under tension [27, 28]. However, 
a direct correlation between the extent of free volume along the boundary and the critical 
dislocation nucleation strength of the boundary still cannot be established. Tschopp et al. (2008) 
further showed that symmetric tilt <110> Cu grain boundaries with E-SUs have three-time higher 
nucleation stress for dislocation emission under uniaxial compression compared to uniaxial tension 
[29]. They attributed this tension-compression asymmetry in the dislocation nucleation stress to: 
(a) the Burgers vector of pre-existing dislocations along the grain boundary may be affected 
differently by the direction of external loading, and (b) the changes in the sign of the resolved 
stress normal to the slip plane which may affect the barrier stress for shear slip. Sangid and co-
workers (2011) calibrated the energy barrier of a grain boundary to emit/transmit dislocations 
using postdictive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and proposed an analytical framework 
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incorporating the MD-calibrated barrier energy of the boundary to predict the possible activated 
slip system for grain boundaries under loading [30].  
Despite the efforts outlined above which demonstrate the close relationship between the 
atomic structure of the grain boundary and its deformation response, these available interface 
descriptors, including CSL, grain boundary energy and interface porosity, are qualitative in nature. 
As such, direct prediction of the dislocation nucleation stress based on the grain boundary atomic 
structure remains elusive. Part of my research efforts present in this thesis centers on the 
development of continuum-equivalent traction fields as local quantitative descriptors for interfaces. 
The traction fields are capable of predicting the critical stress to trigger dislocation emissions from 
the grain boundaries. 
 
2.2 Heterogeneous Interface 
The atomic structure of a heterogeneous interface, which separates two different metals or 
two different phases of the same metal, is far more complicated than the typical grain boundary 
structure in polycrystalline metals. These heterogeneous interfaces are qualitatively categorized as 
coherent, semi-coherent and incoherent, depending on the extent of lattice mismatch between the 
two components [31-33]. When two crystal structures with small lattice mismatch of <5% are 
joined together at an interface, the small lattice mismatch can be accommodated by elastic strains 
(termed coherency strains) resulting in a coherent interface structure. When the lattice mismatch 
between crystal structures exceeds ~25%, a weakly-bonded incoherent interface structure (e.g. Cu-
Nb) then forms between the two metals/phases. As to two crystal structures with lattice mismatch 
in between (e.g. Cu-Ag, Cu-Al), semi-coherent interfaces are formed [34]. These semi-coherent 
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interfaces have misfit dislocations which are periodically introduced to reduce the mismatch strain. 
Fig. 2.2 presents examples or schematics of the three interfaces.   
Nanoscale multilayered metals are ideal model systems to elucidate the deformation 
mechanics of heterogeneous interfaces. Since the dissociated semi-coherent interface structures 
possess periodical coherent and incoherent regimes along the interface, my research here focuses 
on interfaces in semi-coherent Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayered metals. Over the past 30 years, 
mechanical properties of nanolayered metals were obtained from in-plane tension experiments 
using micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) or from nanoindentation tests [35]. For example, 
nanoindentation experiments showed that the measured hardness of Cu-Ag nanolayered metals 
increases from 2 GPa to ~5 GPa as the interlayer thickness decreases from 200 nm to 1.2 nm [36]. 
Later in-plane tension experiments also showed an increase in the tensile strength of Cu-Ag 
nanolayered metals with decreasing interlayer thickness, reaching a peak of ~700 MPa at an 
interlayer thickness of 2 nm [37]. The large discrepancy of yield strength between in-plane tension 
and indentation tests indicates different deformation mechanisms for Cu-Ag nanolayered metals 
under the two loading conditions (Fig. 2.3) [38]. To investigate interface structure as well as 
interface-dislocation interaction mechanisms, numerical simulations on Cu-Ag multilayered 
metals have been taken. Li et al. [39] presented a two-dimensional quasi-continuum analysis for 
Cu-Ag multilayers subjected to nanoindentation. They showed that dislocations emitted under 
compression originate from the misfit dislocations at the semi-coherent interlayer interfaces. In 
another study [40], Wang et al. showed that the semi-coherent {111} Cu-Ag interface structure 
can facilitate the transmission of twinning partials. More recently, eutectic composites of bulk Cu-
Ag, comprising of colony grains with Cu-Ag nanolayers within each grain, were successfully 
fabricated (Fig. 2.4) [41]. This brought forth the possibility of using nanolayered metals as loading 
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bearing structures which can be subjected to multiaxial loading conditions. However, while the 
traditional focus has been on the in-plane tensile and nanoindentation response, little is understood 
about of the out-of-plane tensile properties of these Cu-Ag nanolayered metals.  
On the other hand, there were only a few researches on Cu-Al multilayers due to the 
fabrication difficulty. References have shown that due to the strong interaction of these two 
metallic components, reaction and diffusion occur during the current preparation process of Cu-
Al interfaces and form compound such as       [42, 43]. However, these reactions indicate strong 
bond between Cu and Al atoms, which can lead to “strong” interface between Cu and Al. 
Nevertheless, it is still instructive to examine the semi-coherent Cu-Al interface as a comparison 
to Cu-Ag interface since they are both semi-coherent interfaces with almost the same lattice 





























Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic of  3(111) twin boundary, atoms in top and bottom grains 
are colored in red and blue respectively, while boundary atoms are colored in green. 
(b) Schematic of Coincident site lattice (CSL), the bottom grain is expanded to the 
top one. In the dash line rectangle, there are 2 overlap atoms among in total 6 atoms, 














Figure. 2.2 (a) Schematic of coherent interface [44]; (b) Schematic of semi-coherent 
interface with misfit dislocations in black circle [45]; (c) HRTEM image of Cu-Nb 































Figure 2.3 Comparison of 0.2% yield stress from in-plane tensile tests and hardness 

















Figure 2.4 Polycrystalline eutectic Cu-Ag nanolayers prepared by flux melting 
technique. (a) The Cu-Ag nanolayers in individual grain taken by TEM (b) SEM 




Chapter 3. MD Simulations on Nanolayered Metals1  
In the first part, my research focuses on investigating the deformation mechanics of 
heterogeneous interfaces of nanoscale multilayered Cu-Ag and Cu-Al metals using molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations. The nanolayered metals are subjected to out-of-plane (normal to 
interface) tensile deformation. This loading condition is a departure from previous experimental 
and computational studies, which have characterized the behavior of nanolayered metals under 
out-of-plane compression or in-plane tension. The two Cu-Al and Cu-Ag model systems, while 
sharing the same semi-coherent interface structure with similar lattice mismatch, have significantly 
different interfacial shear properties. The uncovered interface mechanics provides insights into 
how this interface shear stress translates to plasticity of the nanolayered metals. 
 
3.1 MD Modeling 
The MD simulations are performed by using the research code LAMMPS [47]. The 
interaction between atoms for the Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayers are governed by embedded atom 
method (EAM) potentials specifically developed for these metal systems [48, 49]. With 
interatomic potential energy function, the force acting on each atom can be obtained from the 
gradient of the potential energy function. While the motion of individual atoms is then governed 
by classical Newtonian mechanics [50]. A schematic of the MD model is shown in Fig. 3.1a. The 
_______________________ 
1. Some of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published in the following publication:  
Li, R., & Chew, H. B. (2015). Planar-to-wavy transition of Cu–Ag nanolayered metals: a precursor mechanism to 
twinning. Philosophical Magazine, 95(10), 1029-1048.  
Li, R., & Chew, H. B. (2015). Closed and open-ended stacking fault tetrahedra formation along the interfaces of Cu–




interface planes of the Cu-Ag or Cu-Al nanolayered metals are aligned normal to the [111] (  ) 
loading direction. The atoms are in the cube-on-cube closed-pack sequence, and the interlayer 
thickness (h) is uniform within each model. To mimic the behavior of bulk nanolayered metals, 
periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all three directions of the simulation box. The MD 
model sizes are set to be sufficient large to elucidate the deformation behaviors discussed in my 
research, with each comprising of a few millions of atoms. 
As aforementioned, both the Cu-Ag and Cu-Al interfaces are semi-coherent, and have 
similar lattice mismatch across the interlayer interfaces. To account for this lattice mismatch in the 
MD modeling, misfit dislocations are introduced periodically along both the Cu-Ag and Cu-Al 
interfaces. This is achieved by matching the rational number of planes of atoms in the Cu and Ag 
(Al) interlayers.  The bulk lattice parameters of Ag (Al) and Cu are almost commensurate with the 
ratio n = d(Ag/Al):d(Cu) = 8:9, i.e. 8   /   ≈  9    . Hence, an additional plane of atoms is 
introduced in Cu for every 8 planes of atoms in Ag (Al) in both the  [112 ] (x1) and [11 0] (x3) 
directions. This is achieved by constraining the in-plane model dimensions in the     and    
directions to be integer multiples of 
√ 
 





              /   
 
, and constructing the 
Cu and Ag (Al) layers independently based on their individual bulk lattice parameters. This 
approach is similar to previous MD modelling of semi-coherent interfaces in the Ref. [9, 40]. After 
energy minimization using the conjugate gradient method, the misfit dislocations along the (111) 
interface dissociate into triangular 
 
 
 〈112〉 Shockley partial dislocations intersecting at 60º. Fig. 
3.1b shows the top view of the Cu-Ag (Al) interface structure, with the Burgers vectors of the 
Shockley partials as marked in white arrow; a corresponding A-A cross-sectional cut across the 
mid-section of a typical stacking fault triangle is shown in Fig. 3.1c. The atoms are colored by 
their centro-symmetry parameter (CSP) value, which tracks the local lattice disorder around 
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individual atom and scales from red to white and then to blue [51]. Thus, perfect FCC atoms are 
colored in red, dislocation cores are in white, and stacking faults are in blue. Observe that the 
intersecting misfit partial dislocations separate the Cu-Ag (Al) interface into triangular FCC and 
stacking fault regions. The resulting distribution and dimensions of stacking fault triangles in the 
computational model are reported in some previous simulation work [52]. It is also in good 
agreement with that observed experimentally by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) imaging 
of a single monolayer of Ag on (111) Cu [53], as well as recent HRTEM image of {111} Cu-Ag 
interface in eutectic Cu-Ag nanocomposites [54].   
The MD simulations are conducted with NPT ensemble. The model structures are heated 
up to 300 K by velocity rescaling for 50 picoseconds, while the MD box dimensions are adjusted 
by a Berensen barostat to maintain traction-free periodic boundary conditions in all three directions. 
Subsequently the temperature is maintained using a Nose-Hoover thermostat, while the Cu-Ag 
(Cu-Al) nanolayer model is subjected to a uniaxial tensile load by deforming the simulation box 
in the out-of-plane (x2) direction at a fixed strain rate of 108 s-1, while maintaining zero box pressure 
in the    and    directions. All the MD simulations are performed with a fixed time step of 1 fs, 
up to a strain of 10% strain in the    direction. To verify the investigating deformation mechanisms 
are strain rate independent, tensile tests are performed at smaller strain rates of 10      and 10     , 
where similar deformation behaviors are observed. 
 
3.2 Planar-to-Wavy Transition of Cu-Ag Nanolayered Metals  
Fig. 3.2a shows the uniaxial stress-strain response of Cu-Ag nanolayers with an interlayer 
thickness of ℎ = 2    subjected to out-of-plane (  ) tension. The “macroscopic” stress-strain 
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response is obtained by averaging the atomic virial stresses of Cu and Ag atoms over the entire 
deformed box volume [55]. The Cu-Ag nanolayers deform linear elastically prior to reaching a 
peak σ   stress of 3.9    at ε   = 0.030. Beyond this point, the stress-strain response becomes 
highly oscillatory up to     = 0.045, at which point it maintains a steady stress level of     =
1.2   .  
Fig. 3.2b shows the atomic configurations of the Cu-Ag nanolayers at six specific loading 
instants (i) to (vi) marked in Fig. 3.2a; the atoms are filtered based on CSP value to display only 
the defects: interlayer interfaces and dislocations. Observe that the oscillatory response in the 
stress-strain curve coincides with the planar-to-wavy transition of the Cu-Ag nanolayers. The Cu-
Ag nanolayers remain planar during the initial linear elastic deformation, but develop a slight 
perturbation at (i). From (i) to (ii), the Cu-Ag nanolayers abruptly transition to become wavy with 
amplitude of   = ~1.5ℎ, and wavelength   corresponding to the in-plane box dimensions of 
~50   . Note that while the Cu and Ag interlayers are now wavy, the Cu-Ag interfaces 
remain(111). This planar-to-wavy transition is marked by a dramatic drop in     from 3.9 GPa to 
1.2 GPa. Under further loading,     increases to reach a second peak of 3    at (iii), while the 
wavy amplitude of the Cu-Ag nanolayers decreases slightly to ~0.75ℎ. At this juncture, the Cu-
Ag nanolayers, although wavy, are still pristine and have no observable emitted dislocations.  
From (iii) to (iv), σ   drops to 1 GPa and the wavy amplitude increases to ~1.5ℎ. Defects 
are now periodically emitted from the wavy summits and valleys of the Cu-Ag interfaces, as seen 




partials, which are emitted through the Cu interlayer; these defects originate from the Shockley 
partials bounding the triangular stacking faults near the summits or valleys of the Cu-Ag interface. 
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Subsequent emission of 
 
 
〈112〉Shockley partials on adjacent slip planes leads to the development 
of two atom-thick micro-twins, as shown by the close-up view in (v). The transmission of 
deformation twins, through multiple Cu-Ag nanolayers, is facilitated by Cu-Ag interfaces and 
locks the shape of the wavy structure in (v). This locking is caused by local kinks along the wavy 
Cu-Ag interface created during the emission or transmission of twinning partials across the 
interface, which reorients the (111) Cu-Ag interface to another {111}plane [40, 56], as shown by 
the close-up view in (v). Note that previous study has shown that the rotation of the Cu-Ag 
interface to a {100} plane after twin transmission across the interface is also possible [40, 57]. 
Once the deformation twins span across the full    spatial dimensions of the periodic box in (vi), 
continued emission of twinning partials from the summits and valleys of the wavy interfaces 
causes the two atom-thick micro-twins to grow in thickness, and a constant stress level of     =
1    is maintained. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the evolving Cu-Ag interface structure with deformation. For clarity, only 
the atomic layer of Cu and Ag atoms at the interface is displayed (Ag atoms on top, Cu atoms 




partials is seen for the planar interface at     = 0.030 in Fig. 3.3a. However, the transition of the 
interface from planar to wavy in Fig. 3.3b and 3.3c distorts this regular arrangement of Shockley 
partials. At the wavy summits, the triangular stacking faults bounded by Shockley partials become 
highly elongated and distorted with each stacking fault occupying an area 5 times larger than the 
original ones. At the wavy valleys, the density of Shockley partials is much higher; each triangular 
network of Shockley partials now bounds a smaller stacking fault area. The average density of 
Shockley partials across the wavy interface, however, remains the same prior to twin emission and 
transmission. These results imply that there is a redistribution of Shockley partials along the 
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interface from the wavy summits to the wavy valleys. At this point, the deformation process, while 
nonlinear, is still elastic, and the planar configuration can be recovered upon unloading of the 
nanolayers. Once micro-twinning partials are emitted and are transmitted through the interlayer 
interfaces, as in Fig. 3.3c and 3.3d, kinks in the interface structure are generated at the locations 
marked by yellow arrows; this deformation twinning process locks the wavy profile, and the 
structure remains wavy even upon unloading.  
While oscillations in the stress-strain behavior of nanostructures are sometimes observed 
in MD simulations due to the non-uniform strain distribution in the structure resulting from high 
loading rates (e.g. [58]), the oscillatory stress-strain behavior of Cu-Ag nanolayers has a more 
physical basis. As will be shown by my analytical formulation in Section 3.5, the wavy state of the 
Cu-Ag nanolayers is energetically more favorable than the planar state, since the out-of-plane 
deformation of the wavy structure can be accommodated by interface sliding. However, interface 
sliding can only initiate, when a critical barrier stress is reached. Then, the almost instantaneous 
release of elastic strain energy due to the abrupt formation of these wavy structures triggers the 
oscillatory stress-strain response. 
The formation of macroscale wavy structures, such as the buckling of multilayered 
composite plates or the surface wrinkling of thin films, is commonly caused by mechanical 
compression along the in-plane direction. The formation of wavy Cu-Ag nanolayers, on the other 
hand, is solely caused by out-of-plane tensile deformation: there are no external lateral stresses 
available to drive the planar-to-wavy transition of the nanolayers. The Poisson’s ratio of the Cu-
Ag nanolayers also does not play much of a role, since the periodic x  and x  simulation box 
boundaries are constrained to have zero average pressure. Instead, the planar-to-wavy transition is 
facilitated by the unique ability of the Cu-Ag interfaces to redistribute misfit Shockley partial 
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dislocations to reduce the bending energy. This process is very abrupt and the sudden release of 
elastic strain energy due to the lower energy state of the wavy nanolayers compared with its planar 
configuration causes the oscillatory stress-strain response seen in Fig. 3.2a. Although this planar-
to-wavy interlayer transition mechanism is akin to grain boundary migration [59], no coarsening 
of the nanolayers is observed and the interlayer interfaces remain{111}. In addition, the planar-to-
wavy transition is activated by energetics rather than thermal diffusion processes, and thus occurs 
well within MD time scales.  
 
3.3 SFTs Formation along Cu-Al Interface 
In contrast to the planar-to-wavy transition of Cu-Ag nanolayers, the Cu-Al interfaces 
remain planar throughout the uniaxial tensile deformation process. Instead, closed and open 
stacking fault tetrahedra (SFTs) are initiated from Cu-Al interlayer interfaces and completely 
envelope those interfaces. Fundamentally, SFTs are three-dimensional (3D) crystalline defects, 
which have been observed in FCC metals and alloys for over half a century [60-64]. A typical 
closed SFT comprises four intrinsic stacking faults planes intersecting along 〈110〉 edges to form 
a perfect tetrahedron. Such defects are commonly produced by irradiation [61, 62], ageing after 
quenching [63-65] or by plastic deformation [66]. One of the simplest mechanisms for SFT 
formation is by direct vacancy clustering, in which a small vacancy cluster serves as a nucleus and 
grows into a tetrahedron by absorption of vacancies along a jog line [67, 68]. Silcox and Hirsch 
proposed an alternative SFT formation mechanism [60], where vacancy clusters collapse to form 
a triangular faulted loop of 
 
 
〈111〉Frank partials bounding an intrinsic stacking fault; this faulted 
loop later dissociates into stair-rod and Shockley partials on the three inclined {111}planes to form 
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the SFT. In contrast to these vacancy-originated SFTs, dislocation-based SFTs have been observed 
as well in deformed metals [69, 70], where the triangular loops of Frank partials result from cross-
slip of extended dislocations under plastic deformation. Somewhat less reported are open-ended 
SFTs where only three tetrahedron faces are stacking fault planes. Such open-ended SFTs have 
been previously seen in strained Si-Ge thin films grown by thermal chemical vapor deposition [71, 
72]. The presence of closed or open-ended SFTs can obstruct the motion of dislocations and in 
turn induce significant changes to the mechanical properties of the material, such as strengthening, 
hardening and plastic instability during deformation [73, 74]. Here, a first observation of 
deformation induced closed and open-ended SFTs formation from Cu-Al interface is reported in 
my MD simulations. 
Fig. 3.4a shows the stress-strain response of Cu–Al nanolayers, with interlayer thickness 
of ℎ = 4  . The Cu–Al nanolayers deform linear elastically up to     = 0.035 where a kink in 
the stress–strain curve is observed, indicating the onset of yielding. Subsequent deformation results 
in appreciable strain hardening, and     saturates at strains beyond    = 0.055. Fig. 3.4b shows 
the cross-sectional views of the deformed atomic configurations at four instances (i)– (iv) marked 
in Fig. 3.4a, which are filtered to show only the non-FCC Al (yellow) and Cu (green) atoms in the 
structure. Both the Cu and Al interlayers remain defect-free during the initial elastic deformation. 
At     = 0.025, a SFT develops within the Cu interlayer, with the base of the SFT located at a 
Cu–Al interface (Fig. 3.4b-i). The edge dimension of this SFT corresponds exactly to that of the 
partial misfit dislocations bounding the intrinsic stacking faults along the interface (edge length of 
~2.3 nm), suggesting that the SFT nucleates from these partial misfit dislocations. The density of 
SFTs within the Cu interlayers increases with deformation and results in the strain hardening 
stress–strain response in Fig. 3.4a. At ɛ    = 0.050, the density of SFTs in Cu reaches a maximum 
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(Fig. 3.4b-ii). Close examination shows the presence of several larger SFTs in Cu with edge length 
twice that of the more typical smaller SFTs. Beyond this point, SFTs now also develop within the 
Al interlayers (Fig. 3.4b-iii). Once the density of SFTs within the Al interlayers reaches a 
maximum (Fig. 3.4b-iv), the     stress saturates at ~4.1   . The triangular stacking faults along 
the interface (colored in blue in Fig. 3.1b) form the base of the SFTs in Cu, which are therefore 
closed SFTs. In contrast, the SFTs in Al are located on top of triangular FCC planes along the 
interface (colored in red in Fig. 3.1b) and are therefore open-ended SFTs. Fig. 3.4c displays the 
locations of SFTs at Cu-Al interface. Details of the formation mechanisms of these closed and 
open-ended SFTs are discussed below. 
3.3.1 Closed SFT Formation in the Cu Interlayers 
Fig. 3.5a and 3.5b shows the perspective and top views of the closed SFT formation process 
in Cu interlayers from partial misfit dislocations along the Cu–Al interface (stacking fault interface 
atoms on the side of Cu are colored in green). These results are obtained by conducting MD 
simulations for the ℎ = 4   Cu–Al nanolayers at a relatively low temperature of 100   to reduce 
the thermal noise. The corresponding dislocation mechanisms are schematically shown in Fig. 3.5c 
using the Thompson’s tetrahedron convention: A, B, C and D represents the four corners of the 
tetrahedron, while mid-points of the opposite faces of the tetrahedron are denoted by  , ,  and 
 , and the corresponding {111} slip planes are denoted by  , ,  and  . The formation of closed 
SFTs in the Cu interlayers originates from the triangular intrinsic stacking faults along the 
(111) Cu–Al interface, each bounded by three edge-type 
 
 
〈112〉 partial misfit dislocations 
intersecting at 60°. Here, BCD represents a triangular intrinsic stacking fault along the interface, 
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while the partial misfit dislocations bounding this stacking fault prior to deformation are denoted 
by   ,    and    . 
In the first snapshot, a Shockley partial   , originating near the middle of    along edge 
   , is emitted along the slip plane  ; the process leaves behind a stair-rod dislocation    at the 
interface. In the second snapshot, a second Shockley partial    emerges along slip plane  , which 
transforms the partial misfit dislocation    into a second stair-rod dislocation    along    . The 
two expanding Shockley partials (  ,   ) meet along the edge     to form a stair-rod dislocation 
  , i.e. 
   +    =                                                                 (3.1) 
Concurrently, a third Shockley partial   , originating from the remaining partial misfit dislocation 
   , is emitted along the slip plane  , leaving behind a stair-rod dislocation    along    . The 
emitted Shockley partial    grows and eventually intersects with the other two Shockley partials 
   and    on the inclined slip planes   and  , respectively, to form stair-rod dislocations (  ,   ) 
along    and   , i.e. 
   +    =                                                              (3.2) 
   +    =                                                              (3.3) 
The resulting dislocation structure is now a closed SFT, comprising of four intrinsic stacking fault 
planes (one along the interface) which are bounded by six stair-rod dislocations: three along the 
interface(  ,  ,  ), which are formed during the emission of Shockley partials, and the other 
three on the inclined edges (  ,  ,  )formed from interaction of the emitted Shockley partials. 
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3.3.2 Open-ended SFT Formation in the Al Interlayers 
The formation of closed SFTs prevents further sliding between atomic planes within the 
Cu interlayers, thus causing the nanolayers to undergo strain hardening (Fig. 3.4a). Once the closed 
SFTs within the Cu interlayers have completely enveloped the intrinsic stacking faults along the 
Cu–Al interface, further emission of dislocations into Cu is no longer possible. Instead, Shockley 
partials are now emitted into the Al interlayers despite the much higher intrinsic stacking fault 
energy of Al (     = 146  / 
  ) compared to Cu (     = 44  / 
  ). Fig. 3.6 shows the 
perspective (Fig. 3.6a) and top view (Fig. 3.6b) atomic configurations of this SFT formation 
process in the Al interlayers, as viewed from the side of Al (Cu and Al stacking fault interface 
atoms are colored in green and yellow, respectively). Observe that the emitted Shockley partials 
travel along the same inclined {111} planes as in the closed SFT formation process, but in the 
opposite direction into the Al interlayers. The Shockley partials interact along the  ′ ′,  ′ ′ and 









[1 01 ] stair-rod dislocations (Fig. 
3.6c). The edges  ′ ′,  ′ ′ and  ′ ′ along the interface are already stair-rod dislocations, but they 
now enclose a triangular plane of atoms which have perfect FCC arrangement at the Cu–Al 
interface. Hence, the SFTs within the Al interlayers comprise only three inclined stacking fault 
planes and are considered open-ended. 
3.3.3 Large-dimension SFT Formation in the Cu Interlayers 
The MD simulations presented in this section thus far are conducted under fixed 
temperature of 100 K; the edge dimensions of both the closed and open-ended SFTs approximately 
correspond to that of the triangular stacking faults along the Cu–Al interface. Under a temperature 
of 300 K, however, larger-dimension (LD-) SFTs with edge length twice that of the interface 
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stacking faults can also form in Cu (see Fig. 3.4b-iii and 3.4b-iv)). MD simulations show that these 
LD-SFTs actually develop from the smaller SFTs in the Cu interlayers. Fig. 3.7a and b shows the 
perspective and top views of the formation process of a typical LD-SFT in Cu with atoms are 
colored in the same manner as in Fig. 3.5. While Fig. 3.7c shows the cross-sectional views of the 
atomic configurations along specific cuts A–A, B–B and C–C in Fig. 3.7b with atoms are colored 
by CSP values. The detailed mechanisms of the LD-SFT formation process corresponding to each 
snapshot in Fig. 3.7a and 3.7b are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.8; the superscripts I, II and III 
are used to denote the burgers vectors associated with the smaller SFTs and are dropped for the 
burgers vectors of the LD-SFT.  
The formation process of the LD-SFT begins with the dissociation of the stair-rod 
dislocation     back into its Shockley partial components:    and     ((ii) in Fig. 3.7a/3.7b/3.8). 
The Shockley partial     retracts back to the interface and reforms the partial misfit dislocation 
     bounding the interface stacking fault, as well as the inclined Shockley partial    . Both the 
Shockley partials     and     grow and intersect to form a stair-rod dislocation    of the LD-
SFT at one end, while concurrently advancing across the interface triple junction points at the other 
end (snapshot). Once     and     approach SFT II and III, respectively, the stair-rod dislocations 
     and       dissociate into their respective Shockley partials (    ,     ) and (     ,      ). 
The Shockley partials      and       merge with the expanding Shockley partials     and     to 
form    and    of the LD-SFT ((iii) and (iv) in Fig. 3.7a/3.7b/3.8). Concurrently, the Shockley 
partials      and       retract to the Cu–Al interface to reform the partial misfit dislocations      
and       bounding the interface stacking faults of II and III; the process also removes the stair-
rod dislocations      and       and reforms the Shockley partials      and       which merge to 
form    of the LD-SFT ((v) in Fig. 3.7a/3.7b/3.8). Finally, the Shockley partials   ,    and    
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completely intersect to form the stair-rod dislocations,    ,    and    bounding the inclined 
stacking fault planes of the LD-SFT ((vi) in Fig. 3.7a/3.7b/3.8). Note that the LD-SFT is a partially 
closed SFT since it forms across both the triangular planes of stacking faults and perfect FCC 
atoms along the Cu–Al interface. Due to the higher temperature of 300 K, the closed SFTs, which 
first develop along the Cu–Al interface, may not be perfectly aligned and may result in the 
formation of ledges on the inclined faces of the LD-SFT as shown clearly in the cross-sectional 
view C–C in Fig. 3.7c. The entire LD-SFT formation process occurs within 1.22   after the initial 
development of the three closed SFTs along the Cu–Al interface. As can be seen in the formation 
process, the development of these LD-SFTs requires sufficient thermal energy to dissociate the 
existing stable stair-rod dislocations of the smaller closed SFTs into their Shockley partial 
components. Therefore, they are not observed at lower temperatures of 100 K. In addition, such 
LD-SFTs do not form within the Al interlayers even at 300 K, presumably because of the high 
stacking fault energy of Al compared to Cu, as well as the high barrier energy required to dissociate 
the stair-rod dislocations within Al to reform the curved stacking fault atomic structure along the 
Cu–Al interface. 
 
3.4. Interface Mechanisms versus Shear Resistance 
The contrasting deformation mechanisms in Cu-Ag and Cu-Al nanolayers is associated 
with the shear resistance along the respective interfaces. Fig. 3.9 compares the generalized stacking 
fault energy (GSFE)    for sliding along the (111) Cu–Ag interface versus the (111) Cu-Al 
interface. The GSFE surface is obtained by rigidly displacing two halves of a (111) bicrystal Cu–
Ag (Cu-Al) structure in both the [1 10]and [112 ]directions at small increment each step and 
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calculating the energy values. Fig. 3.9a shows the GSFE surface of Cu-Ag interface. In Fig. 3.9b 
and c, the GSFE    for relative sliding between the Cu and Ag interlayers along the 〈110〉 and 
〈112〉pathways is presented in solid lines. By taking the gradient of    along both directions, the 
associated shear strength    for interface sliding, is obtained and shown as dashed line in Fig. 3.9b 
and 3.9c. For comparison, the GSFE    and associated shear strength    along the 〈110〉 and 
〈112〉 pathways for Cu-Al interface are displayed in Fig. 3.9d and 3.9e.  
Observe that, in the Cu-Ag interface, although the critical barrier strength for interface 
sliding along 〈112〉is almost the same as along 〈110〉, the barrier energy for sliding is higher by 
10% . the lowest energy pathway for relative sliding between the Cu and Ag interlayers is the 
〈110〉direction, which is different from the conventional 〈112〉 pathway for partial dislocation slip 
in an FCC crystal. This has been confirmed by tracing the relative motions of Cu and Ag atoms 
along the interface from the MD simulations in Fig. 3.10.  A cross row of Ag atoms along the 
interface is highlighted in green, while a similar cross row of Cu atoms along the interface is 
highlighted in yellow. As shown, the relative motion of the highlighted Cu and Ag atoms is 
consistently along the close-pack 〈110〉 direction, as denoted by red arrows. 
In contrast, the critical barrier stress, as well as barrier energy, in Cu-Al interface are twice 
as high as that in Cu-Ag interface (almost 6   ) in both 〈112〉 and 〈110〉 directions. This could 
be due to the strong bonding effect between Cu and Al atoms. As a result, the sliding of Cu-Al 
interface is extremely difficult and the Cu-Al nanolayers will remain planar throughout the 
deformation process. Instead, the unique Cu-Al interface structure caused by strong bond between 
the two atoms leads to Shockley partial emission from Cu-Al interface that produce SFTs. 
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3.4.1 Sliding along Cu-Ag Interface 
The interface sliding between Cu and Ag interlayers along 〈110〉 direction is accompanied 
by the redistribution of Shockley partials. To quantify this relationship, a [112 ] cross sectional 
view of the Cu-Ag interface is examined in Fig. 3.11a, which is filtered to include four layers of 
Ag atoms (top) and four layers of Cu atoms (bottom). I trace the [11 0]motion of several groups of 
atoms labelled A, B and C along the interface, each group comprising of eight Ag atoms and nine 
Cu atoms, which are colored in green and yellow, respectively. Within each group, the Ag and Cu 
atoms will approximately span the same spatial extent along a planar Cu-Ag interface as shown 
for ε   = 0.030. A close up view of these individual groups of atoms is presented in Fig. 3.11b. 
Note that groups A, B and C reside at the valley, incline and summit positions along the wavy 
profile at ε   = 0.040, which represents the final “locked” wavy configuration after the emission 
and transmission of micro-twinning partials across the interlayers. Observe that there is significant 
relative sliding between the Ag and Cu atoms along an inclined section of the evolving wavy 
profile, but the relative sliding between these Cu and Ag atoms at the wavy summit or valley is 
small. At ε   = 0.034, for example, atoms in groups A and C are at a wavy incline and undergo 
significant relative sliding of almost 2-3 atomic spacing of Cu along [11 0], but atoms in group B 
are positioned near the valley of the wavy profile and slide by approximately one atom spacing. 
At ε   = 0.040, the Cu atoms in group B slide by almost two atomic spacing towards the valley 
with respect to the Ag atoms, while almost no sliding occurs between the Cu and Ag atoms in 
groups A and C.  
Close examination shows that the Ag atoms (green) are packed closer together and the Cu 
atoms (yellow) are spaced further apart at the summit, while the trend is reversed at the valley. To 
clarify this point, Fig. 3.11c and 3.11d shows the distribution of the spacing between Shockley 
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partials   and the local density of Shockley partials   = 1/  along the wavy interface for the four 
wavy configurations above. Each symbol in the figure represents a single Shockley partial along 
the interface. Note that the total number of Shockley partials along the interface remains the same 
during the wavy transition. In addition, the densely-packed Shockley partials reside close to the 
valley of the wavy interface (in-between atoms in groups A and B), while sparsely distributed 
Shockley partials are located near the summit (close to atoms in group C). This is attributed to the 
development of high in-plane tensile stresses at the outer bends of the wavy profile, and high in-
plane compressive stresses at the inner bends. These bending stresses are significantly reduced by 
the motion of misfit Shockley partials along the interface, as seen by the relative sliding of Cu 
atoms from the summits towards the valleys, and are further relaxed by the subsequent emission 
of Shockley (and subsequently micro-twinning) partials from the valleys and summits at ε   =
0.040. 
Fig. 3.12 traces the evolution of the in-plane σ   stress as the wavy profile develops for the 
three specific groups of Cu and Ag interface atoms, A, B and C highlighted in Fig. 3.11. The 
evolution of σ   with deformation is obtained by averaging the atomic σ   virial stress values of 
the Cu or Ag atoms within each group every 1ps. For the planar nanolayers, the σ    stress 
component only has contribution from the coherency stress, which remains constant. Note that the 
coherency stress is not uniform across the different groups of atoms, since it varies periodically 
along the Cu-Ag interface depending on the proximity of the different groups to the triangular 
network of Shockley partials along the interface. Once the nanolayers become wavy at ε   =
0.040, σ   now mainly reflects the in-plane bending stress contribution which evolves with the 
wavy profile. My results show that high σ   tensile stress consistently develops for the interface 
atoms at the outer bends, while interface atoms at the inner bends undergo high σ   compressive 
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stress. On the other hand, atoms along the incline do not undergo bending, and therefore have 
σ  ~0. Observe that the Cu and Ag interface atoms in the group A (Fig. 3.12a) experience the 
highest magnitude of σ    stress among all three groups of atoms: the localized and sustained 
bending stress of     = ± 10~15    at applied strains of 0.036 ≤     ≤ 0.038 results in the 
emission of micro-twinning partials at group A, which subsequently relaxes the σ    stress to 
± 5GPa. 
As previously shown in Fig. 3.2a, the abrupt transition of the Cu-Ag nanolayers from planar 
to wavy at the critical strain of     = 0.030 is demarcated by a sharp drop in the stress carrying 
capacity, from 3.9    1.2   . This 3- to 4-fold loss of stress carrying capacity is associated with 
sliding between the wavy Cu and Ag interlayers to accommodate the out-of-plane deformation in 
the    direction. For the Cu–Ag nanolayers subjected to uniaxial tension, the total    displacement 
caused by the stretching of an interlayer interface bounded by a Cu nanolayer of thickness ℎ/2 
and an Ag nanolayer of thickness ℎ/2 is given by    ℎ. This    displacement can be delineated 







respectively, as well as the cohesive separation of the Cu–Ag interface in the    direction due to 
interface slip denoted by    . Then, the effective secant modulus defined by   =
   
   
 can be 












                                                        (3.4) 
Prior to the critical strain of     = 0.030 in Fig. 3.2a, the Cu–Ag nanolayers remain planar and 
deform linear elastically with an elastic (secant) modulus of   = 130   . Taking the elastic 
modulus of Cu and Ag to be     = 168    and      = 124   , respectively,    = 0.002ℎ is 
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obtained from (3.4). This small cohesive separation confirms that the deformation process of the 
planar Cu–Ag structure is dominated by elastic straining of the individual Cu and Ag interlayers, 
while the Cu–Ag interfaces are essentially rigidly bonded. When the interlayers transits to become 
wavy, the effective secant modulus   now drops to 35   . Assuming that the elastic modulus of 
the rotated Cu and Ag interlayers do not deviate significantly from the values for      and       
above, then    = 0.02ℎ  is obtained for the wavy nanolayer interface in (3.4); this cohesive 
separation of the wavy interface is an order of magnitude larger than the cohesive separation for 
the planar nanolayer interface. At this juncture, the interlayer interface away from the summits and 
valleys is now inclined at an angle of   = 18° relative to the initial planar configuration. See wavy 
profile for     = 0.034 in Fig. 3.11a. The average relative sliding between the Cu and Ag 
interlayers along the wavy interface is    =
  
    
= 0.17  , which is in good agreement with the 
MD simulation results. 
The planar-to-wavy transition abruptly initiates at a critical stress level of     = 3.9   . 
At this stress level, a slight perturbation develops along the interlayers, which rotates the planar 
Cu-Ag interface by ~5° near the atoms in group C as seen in Fig. 3.11a. Then, the external loading 
effectively generates a resolved shear stress of ~0.3    , which combined with the coherency 
stress of ~2.5     for this group of atoms (Fig. 3.12c) will be sufficient to overcome the 2.8     
barrier strength for interface sliding along the 〈110〉 pathway. Once this critical process is initiated, 
localized tensile and compressive in-plane stresses induced by bending at the wavy summits and 
valleys will drive the redistribution of misfit dislocations along the interface. 
Observe that interface sliding and the redistribution of misfit dislocations are intimately 
connected. In conventional engineering structures, the interlocking nature of wavy interfaces will 
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usually prevent sliding [75]. For the Cu–Ag wavy nanolayers, the presence of misfit partials along 
the semi-coherent interface provides a novel mechanism for sliding. Along each wavy interface, 
the atoms in the outer bends of the interface experience tension, while atoms in the inner bends 
undergo compression. Then, the initial uniform distribution of misfit dislocations along the planar 
configuration no longer becomes ideal, once the nanolayers transition to become wavy. Instead, 
there is now a driving force for the motion of these misfit dislocations from the inner bends to the 
outer bends along the interface through interface sliding to relieve the build-up of tensile or 
compressive stresses at the summits and valleys of the wavy interface. See schematic in Fig. 3.13. 
This explains the relative sliding between Ag and Cu atoms along the interlayer interface in Fig. 
3.11, which essentially occurs to increase the density of Cu atoms at the valley (outer bend), and 
at the same time to reduce the density of Cu atoms at the summit (inner bend).  
3.4.2 Shockley Partial Emission from Cu-Al Interface 
Consider the Cu-Al interface under the same uniaxial tensile load, Fig. 3.14 shows the 
[11 0] cross-sectional view of the closed SFT formation process taken along section A–A in Fig. 
3.1b. The core of the misfit partial (yellow dashed circle in Fig. 3.14a) has a unique structure. 
While under uniaxial tension, high resolved shear stress along the [110] direction develops near 
the dislocation core. Once the resolved shear stress reaches a critical value of ~2    , it causes 
the emission of a perfect 
 
 




dislocation(  )to form a 
 
 
[110] stair-rod dislocation (  ) along the interface and to emit a 
 
 















   +    =    +                                                          (3.5) 
Similar emissions of perfect dislocations (  ,   ) interacting with the partial misfit dislocations 
(  ,   ) lead to the formation of Shockley partials (  ,   ) on the other two inclined b and c slip 
planes, leaving behind stair-rod dislocations (  ,   ) along the Cu–Al interface. The interaction 
between the Shockley partials   ,    later form the stair-rod dislocation (  ), as marked in Fig. 
3.14d. Note that the Shockley partials (  ,   ,   ) are consistently emitted near the middle of the 
partial misfit dislocations (  ,   ,    ), rather than near the triple junction sites where there is 
equal probability of dislocation slip in all three inclined {111} planes. 
In the Al interlayers, the Shockley partials are concurrently emitted from all three stair-rod 
dislocations bounding the perfect FCC triangular planes of atoms along the interface, rather than 
the sequential emission process for the closed SFTs in Cu (compare Fig. 3.5 and 3.6). To explain 
this phenomenon, the [11 0]cross-sectional view of the open-ended SFT formation process is 
examined in Fig. 3.15 taken along section A–A in Fig. 3.1b. Observe in Fig. 3.15a, the stacking 
fault planes along the Cu–Al interface are slightly curved once the closed SFTs have formed in 
Cu, compared to the originally flat stacking fault planes of SFTs in bulk Cu. This slightly curved 
stacking fault plane along the Cu–Al interface is probably due to the ~12%  larger lattice constant 
of Al compared to Cu and strong bond between Cu and Al atoms at the core of each stair-rod 




[1 1 2 ] in the cross-sectional view of Fig. 3.15b and c) are emitted from this initial gap 
and transmitted into the Al interlayer. This process significantly reduces the curvature of the 
interface stacking fault (Fig. 3.15c and d). The resulting dislocation structure now comprises a 
corrugated sheet of closed and open-ended SFTs on the sides of Cu and Al, respectively, which 
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completely envelopes the entire Cu–Al interface (Fig. 3.15d). The formidable locks posed by the 
stair-rod dislocations on these closed and open-ended SFTs prevent the further emission of 
dislocations from the Cu–Al interface into either the Cu or Al interlayers. 
The same Cu–Al nanolayers models are also subjected to in-plane equal-biaxial 
compression while maintaining stress-free periodic boundary conditions in the out-of-plane 
direction. Again, closed and open-ended SFTs along the Cu–Al interfaces ae formed by the same 
mechanisms discussed above. This observation is attributed the Poisson’s ratio effect, which 
induces an out-of-plane stretch during in-plane compression. Conversely, my simulations show 
that SFTs do not form under in-plane tension or out-of-plane compression, since these deformation 
states are more likely to generate extrinsic rather than intrinsic stacking faults [76]. Theoretically, 
such extrinsic stacking faults can lead to the formation of extrinsic SFTs which are interstitial-
based, but no experimental or atomic simulation evidence currently exists for the formation of 
these extrinsic SFTs. In the presence of an interstitial rich environment, e.g. during ion irradiation 
processes, the interstitials tend to group together to form prismatic dislocation loops rather than 
extrinsic SFTs [77]. 
The closed SFTs in Cu that develop along the Cu–Al interfaces have edge lengths of 
~2.3  , which are close to the edge dimensions of the triangular stacking faults that form along 
the semi-coherent Cu–Al interface. Early studies proposed that the stacking fault energy of a FCC 
metal can be inversely determined from the typical size of the SFT present in the bulk metal [69]. 
While this correlation has been a source of debate [70], it suggests that the stable size of the SFT 
is uniquely dependent on the type of FCC metal. Therefore, in order for closed SFTs to first 
develop within the Cu interlayers, the size of the triangular stacking fault along the Cu–Al interface 
should be on the same order of the stable size of the SFT in bulk Cu.  Experiments show that the 
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SFTs in bulk Cu have edge length of ~2.0   [73, 78], which is indeed comparable to the ~2.3   
edge dimensions of the intrinsic triangular stacking fault along the Cu–Al interface. On the other 
hand, SFTs in bulk Al metals are only observed under extreme conditions, due to the large stacking 
fault energy of Al, and have edge lengths over ~90   [79]. In comparison, the open-ended SFTs 
within the Al interlayers have edge lengths of ~2.6  , since they are a consequence of the 
formation of closed SFTs within the Cu interlayers.  
 
3.5. Competing Length-Scale Effects 
3.5.1 Interlayer Thickness versus Wavelength of the Wavy Cu–Ag Nanolayers 
For the planar-to-wavy transition to occur in Cu-Ag nanolayers, two necessary conditions 
are that (a) the Cu–Ag nanolayers structure has to overcome the barrier energy strength for 
interface sliding to initiate the transition, and (b) the wavy Cu–Ag nanolayers configuration has to 
be energetically more stable than the planar configuration at the critical strain. From MD 
simulations, the former process is achieved at a critical strain of    = 0.030. As to the later process, 
consider the configurational energy change between a wavy Cu–Ag nanolayers structure and a 
planar nanolayers structure subjected to uniaxial tensile stress at the same applied strain: 
     =             +         +                                         (3.6) 
, where            is the Cu–Ag interlayer interface energy, and          and       are the internal 
elastic strain energies of the nanolayers associated with out-of-plane tensile stress and bending. 
While the actual wavy profile of the nanolayers is three-dimensional, for simplicity, a two-
dimensional (2D) approximation is present here, while each energy contribution in (3.6) is 
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normalized by the volume to obtain the energy density. The individual energy density 
contributions are separately considered to the total energy density       below. 
The transition of the initially planar Cu–Ag nanolayers to become wavy extends the area 
of the interface, and thus increases the interface energy. Throughout this transition, results in Fig. 
3.2 show that the wavy interlayer interface still remains(111). While the local density of misfit 
partials varies along the wavy interface, the average density of misfit dislocations within one 
wavelength period   remains the same as the initially planar configuration (Fig. 3.11d), implying 
that the wavy interface comprises of the same number of Cu–Ag atoms at least prior to the emission 
and transmission of micro-twinning partials. As such, the interfaces can be treated as being 
elastically stretched to fit the contoured wavy shape. For simplicity, the contours of the wavy 
interfaces can be approximated by interconnecting straight line segments joining the summits and 
the valleys, each line segment of length   (2 )  + ( /2) . Since the wavy amplitude  ≪  , the 
interface extends by ~8  /  per wavelength  , and the approximate increase in interface energy 




                                                        (3.7) 
, where   =   +    
  
  
  represents the energy required to increase the interface area while keeping 
the number of atoms along the interface constant,   is the interface energy and   is the area of the 
interface. For the {111} Cu–Ag interlayer interface,   = 0.32  /  [80]. Due to the low shear 
resistance of the interface between the Cu and Ag nanolayers, the planar-to-wavy transition of the 
Cu–Ag nanolayers allows a large part of the deformation to be accommodated by interface sliding, 
which explains the significant loss of stress carrying capacity from    
( )
= 3.9 to    
(  )
= 1.2   . 
At this point, the Cu and Ag nanolayers are still free of dislocation or twinning defects, and behave 
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                                         (3.8) 
The bending energy associated with the valleys and summits of the wavy nanolayers can be 




                                                       (3.9) 
, where   is a function of both      and     , and is calculated to be   =  14.3    /  
 . Note 
that         represents an upper bound approximation, which correctly captures the bending 
energy contributions in the separate Cu and Ag interlayers, but does not account for the effects of 
interface sliding. 
For the planar-to-wavy transition of the Cu–Ag nanolayers to be energetically favorable, 
the change in energy density in (3.6) must be negative, i.e.      < 0. For any waviness effects to 
be appreciable, the wavy amplitude must be of the order of the interlayer thickness. Assuming   ≈
ℎ and   ≫ ℎ, then             in (3.7) scales with the order of ℎ/ 
   and will be very small 
compared with the other two terms in (3.8) and (3.9) and may be neglected for simplicity. As such, 
the planar-to-wavy transition will mainly be governed by the competition between (a) the 
relaxation of out-of-plane     stress due to the loss of strain energy (         ), and (b) the build-
up of in-plane      stress associated with bending at the summits and valleys of the wavy 
nanolayers (      ). The former is sensitive to the interfacial properties (   and   ), while the 
latter scales with order of (ℎ/ ) . Should sliding along the Cu and Ag interlayers be permitted, 
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then the wavelength of the wavy nanolayers   will directly scale with the interlayer thickness ℎ. 
A series of MD simulations on Cu-Ag nanolayers with simulation box sizes of    (  )×
16  (  )×8  (  ) are also performed, where the simulation box size in the    direction is 
intentionally reduced to trigger a 2D wave response in the    −    plane to be comparable with 
the 2D formulation developed above. The results from these simulations, together with the 
corresponding analytical predictions, are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that the critical 
wavelength   must be smaller than the lateral simulation box dimensions  , in order for the planar-
to-wavy transition to be triggered due to the enforced model periodicity. In addition, the wave 
number   will be integer multiples of  / . The MD simulations show that both   and           
are independent of ℎ, within the range of ℎ values considered; the critical ℎ/  is also found to 
range from 0.04 to 0.05, which is in good agreement with upper bound analytical predictions of 
 
 
= ~0.065 based on (3.6) to (3.9). 
Once the Cu–Ag nanolayers become wavy, high stress concentrations develop at the 
periodic wavy valleys and summits, which become the sources for the emission of Shockley 
partials. While Ag has a sufficiently low stacking fault energy that it can provide copious amounts 
of partial dislocation content in the bulk for twinning of Cu–Ag eutectic composites with interlayer 
thickness in the submicron regime (> 100   ) [2, 82], the interfaces become the main source of 
twinning partials for nanolayers with an interlayer thickness of tens of nanometers or smaller. Then, 
the wavelength   of the wavy Cu–Ag nanolayers controls the density of twinning sources, and 
becomes an additional length scale for controlling the dissipation of plasticity. Since   scales with 
ℎ, reducing the interlayer thickness increases the density of twinning sources in a wavy structure, 
which promotes the earlier onset of plastic yielding. This mechanism could explain why certain 
nanolayers, including Cu–Ag, do not exhibit continuous strengthening with decreasing interlayer 
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thickness, but show saturation or decreasing yield strength (i.e. inverse “Hall-Petch” behavior) 
with decreasing thickness below ℎ ~5   [13, 34]. In this regard, TEM imaging of eutectic Cu–
Ag nanolayers is reviewed again (Fig. 2.4). Kingstedt et al. showed that the Cu–Ag nanolayers 
could transform from an initially parallel orientation to one that has a significant curvature without 
delamination under a multiaxial stress state [38]. Their observed planar-to-wavy transition of the 
Cu–Ag nanolayers with deformation is uncannily similar to the results of my MD simulations. In 
fact, these wavy nanolayers have a wavelength of   = 200   with an interlayer thickness of ℎ =
20  , giving a ℎ =   ratio of 0.1 which is of the same order, as that predicted by both my MD 
simulations and analytical model.  
3.5.2 Interlayer Thickness versus Size of SFTs in Cu–Al Nanolayers 
With the presence of closed and open-ended SFTs, the strength of the Cu–Al nanolayers 
will be dependent on two competing length-scales: the interlayer thickness ℎ and the size of the 
SFTs that develop in interlayers. Fig. 3.16a shows the stress–strain response for Cu–Al nanolayers 
of varying interlayer thicknesses ( ℎ =  2,3,4,6,8,10 and 16   ) subjected to out-of-plane 
uniaxial tension, conducted at a fixed temperature of 300  . These Cu–Al nanolayers are 
constrained to have the same (  ×  ) in-plane model dimensions of 13.8 ×19.9   
 , with out-
of-plane dimensions of 16ℎ, 12ℎ and 8ℎ for ℎ =  2,3     4  , respectively, and 4ℎ for larger 
interlayer thicknesses. Results show a sharp transition in the stress–strain behaviors of these Cu-
Al nanolayers at interlayer thicknesses between 4 and 6 nm. Specifically, the nanolayers with ℎ ≤
 4    undergo substantial post yield strain hardening, while those with ℎ ≥ 6   exhibit a sudden 
drop in     followed by a steady     response. Note that the latter’s post-yield response is typical 
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of the sudden release of dislocations within the initially pristine structure to accommodate the 
deformation, and the stress-state after dislocation emission is representative of the yield stress [12]. 
Fig. 3.16b summarizes the yield stress     as a function of interlayer thickness ℎ, taken at 
the strain of    = 0.065 where the flow stress for ℎ ≥  6   reaches a steady value. Interestingly, 
    remains almost constant at ~2 − 2.5    for 6 ≤ ℎ ≤ 16  , but suddenly increases to 4    
at ℎ = 4   . The yield stress decreases slightly to 3.8     for ℎ = 3    and to ~3.1    for 
ℎ = 2  , indicating that the Cu-Al nanolayers with interlayer thickness of ℎ =  4    represents 
the optimal configuration to achieve the highest possible strength.  
To explain this trend, Fig. 3.17 compares the post-yielding atomic configurations of all 
seven interlayer thicknesses taken at a fixed strain of     = 0.065. Observe that a corrugated sheet 
of closed and open-ended SFTs completely envelops the interface at the optimal interlayer 
thickness of ℎ = 4   ; the deformed configuration has the highest volumetric density of SFTs 
(both closed and open-ended) possible within the nanolayers structure. As aforementioned, the 
formation of these SFTs prevents further dislocation slip and results in considerable strain 
hardening, as seen in Fig. 3.16a. For Cu–Al nanolayers with h = 3 nm , dual rows of closed SFTs 
still form within each Cu interlayer, but the reduced interlayer spacing now places the apex of 
these SFTs in close-proximity to each other. On the other hand, only a single row of complete 
open-ended SFTs now form within each Al interlayer, with apexes sometimes alternating upwards 
and downwards. This difference is due to the ~12%  larger lattice spacing of Al and consequently 
the ~12%  larger SFTs in Al compared to Cu. Dislocation slip is still restricted by the presence of 
these SFTs, and the yield strength is slightly, albeit consistently, lower than that for ℎ =
4   across the entire deformation range. At ℎ = 2  , complete SFTs can no longer form in 
either the Cu or Al interlayers, and Shockley partials originating from the interface can now be 
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transmitted across the interlayers. As a result, yielding of these nanolayers initiates at much lower 
strain of     = ~0.030 compared to the thicker nanolayers. The consequent strain hardening for 
nanolayers with ℎ = 2    in Fig. 3.16a results from obstruction of slip by the Cu–Al interfaces. 
At larger interlayer thicknesses of ℎ ≥ 6   , both closed and open-ended SFTs still form initially 
along the interlayer interfaces. Since ℎ is now more than four times larger than the height of the 
individual SFTs, the stair-rod dislocations bounding the stacking faults in the SFTs now dissociate 
at larger strains to permit the growth of Shockley partials within the interlayers to accommodate 
the deformation. The release of strain energy in the process results in the sudden drop in    . For 
nanolayers with ℎ ≥ 8   , the transmission of perfect dislocation loops (Orowan bowing) within 
the Al interlayers is also observed, due to the high stacking fault energy of Al [13]. 
 
3.6 Conclusion 
In this part of my research, uniaxial tension tests are performed on Cu-Ag and Cu-Al 
nanolayered metals using MD simulations. A novel mechanism responsible for the abrupt 
transition of the initially planar nanolayers to become wavy is uncovered for Cu-Ag nanolayered 
metals. Activation of this planar-to-wavy interlayer transition mechanism is facilitated by the 
unique structure of the semi-coherent Cu–Ag interface, which permits sliding between the Cu and 
Ag interlayers to simultaneously accommodate the out-of-plane deformation and redistribute 
misfit dislocations to relax the bending stress associated with the wavy structure. This mechanism 
can potentially explain the formation of some of the wavy Cu–Ag nanolayer patterns observed 
experimentally. For Cu-Al nanolayered metals, the study provides the first direct evidence of open 
and closed SFT formation along the interlayer interfaces. The formation of such 3D volumetric 
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structures along the semi-coherent interfaces has been previously postulated but never proven 
before. Unlike typical SFTs which form by vacancy clustering, the SFTs along the Cu-Al 
interlayers originate from the concurrent nucleation of Shockley partials from the dissociated 
misfit dislocations under tensile deformation. The final dislocation network comprises of closed 
SFTs within the Cu interlayers which are tied across the Cu–Al interfaces to open-ended SFTs 
within the Al interlayers. This network of SFTs completely envelops the Cu–Al interfaces and 
induces significant strain hardening of the Cu–Al nanolayered metal. Uncovering this interface-
based SFT formation mechanism can provide insights to explain the role of misfit dislocations in 
the formation of SFTs in other bicrystal structures, such as the open-ended SFTs in epitaxial layers 




















Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic of a periodic bimetal Cu–Ag (Al) nanolayers. (b) Top view 
of the Cu atoms along the interface showing the triangular network of Shockley 
partials bounding stacking faults. The atoms are colored according to their CSP 
values: FCC atoms are in red, dislocation cores in white and stacking faults in blue. 
Burgers vectors of the Shockley partials bounding the triangular stacking faults are 
as indicated. (c) Cross-sectional view of the Cu–Ag (Al) interface corresponding to 





























Figure 3.2 (a) Stress-strain curve of Cu-Ag nanolayers with ℎ = 2   subjected to 
out-of-plane tension; (b) Atomic configurations of Cu-Ag nanolayers at instances 
marked in (a) as viewed from [112 ] direction, demonstrating that the highly 
oscillatory stress–strain response corresponds to the planar-to-wavy transition of the 
nanolayers. Only non-FCC Ag (blue) and Cu (yellow) atoms are displayed. Close-






[12 1 ]Shockley partials with mixed edge 
and screw components along adjacent (1 1 1)slip planes from the interface (b-iv), 
resulting in the development of two-atom-thick micro-twins (b-v), which 















Figure 3.3 Evolving atomic configurations of a Cu–Ag interface with deformation 
as viewed from the Ag side. The atoms are colored by the CSP. The dissociated 
Shockley partials (from the misfit dislocations) are continuously redistributed along 
the interface from the wavy summits to the wavy valleys. Yellow arrows denote 




















Figure 3.4 (a) Stress–strain response of the Cu–Al nanolayers with ℎ =
4   subjected to out-of-plane tension. (b) Deformed atomic configurations of the 
Cu–Al nanolayers as viewed from the [11 0] direction which are filtered to display 
the non-FCC Cu and Al atoms colored in green and yellow, respectively. (c) 
Schematic of the dislocation structure along a Cu–Al interlayer interface, comprising 




















Figure 3.5 (a) Perspective and (b) top views of the formation process of a closed SFT 
within the Cu interlayer, located above the triangular stacking fault (colored in green 
on the side of Cu) along the Cu–Al interface. The atoms comprising the SFT are 
colored by their CSP values. (c) Schematic illustration of the dislocation 
mechanisms underlying the closed SFT formation process. Partial misfit dislocations 
along the interface are colored in green, Shockley partials on the inclined slip planes 
are colored in red and stair-rod dislocations are colored in blue. The colored arrows 
denote the positive line sense, while bold black arrows indicate the general growth 









Figure 3.6 (a) Perspective and (b) top views of the formation process of an open-
ended SFT within the Al interlayer, located above the perfect FCC plane of atoms 
along the interface. Cu and Al atoms representing the stacking fault along the 
interface are colored in green and yellow, respectively. The atoms comprising the 
SFT are colored by their CSP values. (c) Schematic illustration of the stair-rod 
dislocations bounding the stacking fault planes in the open-ended SFT (yellow) and 






















Figure 3.7 (a) Perspective and (b) top views of the formation process of a large-
dimension (LD) SFT from three closed SFTs in the Cu interlayer. Cu atoms 
comprising the stacking faults along the interface are colored in green, while atoms 
comprising the SFTs are colored by their CSP values. (c) Cross-sectional views of 
the LD-SFT formation process along cuts A–A, B–B and C–C, in the second, third 

















Figure 3.8 Schematic illustration of the dislocation mechanisms underlying the 
formation of a LD-SFT, corresponding to the six snapshots in Figure 7(a) and (b). 
The burgers vectors associated with the smaller SFTs are denoted with superscripts 
I, II and III. Partial misfit dislocations along the interface are colored in green, 
Shockley partials on the inclined slip planes are colored in red and stair-rod 
dislocations are colored in blue. The colored arrows denote the positive line sense, 




























Figure 3.9 (a) GSFE surface of the Cu–Ag nanolayer interface. (b, c) GSFE   and 
barrier strength    for Cu-Ag interface sliding along the (c) ⟨110⟩  and (d) 
⟨112⟩ pathways. (d, e) GSFE    and barrier strength    for Cu-Al interface sliding 












Figure 3.10 Relative motion of Cu and Ag interface atoms. Cross rows of Ag and Cu 
interface atoms are highlighted in green and yellow, respectively. Red arrows denote 





























Figure 3.11 (a) Cross-sectional view of the evolving wavy profile of a Cu–Ag 
interface as viewed from the [112 ]direction, with Ag atoms on top and Cu atoms 
below. The atoms are colored by the CSP. (b) Close-up view of three groups of atoms 
(A, B and C). Selected Ag and Cu atoms in each of these three groups are colored in 
green and yellow, respectively, to trace their relative positions along the interface. 
(c) Spacing between Shockley partials d and (d) local density of Shockley partials ρ 





Figure 3.12 Evolution of the local stress    versus the applied global strain    for 
Cu and Ag atoms in groups (a) A, (b) B and (c) C. Tensile and compressive    stress 






Figure 3.13 Schematic showing the redistribution of misfit dislocations along the interface 
during the planar-to-wavy transition of Cu–Ag nanolayers under out-of-plane tension. (a) 
Misfit dislocations are uniformly distributed along the planar Cu–Ag interface prior to the 
critical strain    . (b) The formation of wavy interlayers at    concurrently redistributes 










Figure 3.14 Cross section of the closed SFT formation process as viewed from the 
[11 0]direction, with the atoms colored by their CSP values. Green dashed lines denote the 
Cu–Al interface. The partial misfit dislocation core is encircled by yellow dashed lines in 
the first snapshot, and white arrows in the second and third snapshots denote the growth 





Figure 3.15 Cross section of the open-ended SFT formation process, as viewed from 
the [11 0]direction, following the formation of closed SFTs in Cu. The atoms are 
colored by their CSP values. Green dashed lines denote the Cu–Al interface. Yellow 
arrow in the first snapshot denotes an initial gap at the core of the stair-rod 
dislocation along the interface, while white arrows in the second and third snapshots 


























Figure 3.16 (a) Stress–strain response of Cu–Al nanolayers of varying h, subjected 
to out-of-plane tension under a temperature of 300  . (b) Yield strength   vs. the 


















Figure 3.17 Deformed atomic configurations of the Cu–Al nanolayers at the strain 
of     = 0.065 as viewed from the [11 0] direction; the atomic configurations are 


















Chapter 4. Traction Signature: Quantitative Interface 
Descriptors1 
As shown in Chapter 3, the deformation mechanics of the nanolayered metals is closely 
coupled to the atomic properties of the interface. While postdictive molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations can be used to characterize the mechanics of the interfaces, a far better approach 
towards achieving interface-by-design is to develop quantitative interface descriptors capable of 
predicting the deformation mechanics directly from the initial equilibrium interface atomic 
structure. The second part of my research builds on the notion of continuum-equivalent traction 
fields as local quantitative interface descriptors. These descriptors are applied to symmetrical-tilt 
〈110〉 nickel grain boundaries to predict the critical stress for dislocation emission. Predictions 
from the traction-based descriptors are in very good agreement with postdictive MD simulation 
results, and the traction signatures are used to explain the currently unresolved asymmetry in the 
nucleation stress for dislocation emission from the grain boundaries under uniaxial tension and 
compression loads.    
 
4.1 MD Modeling and Simulation 
To study dislocation emission from grain boundaries, MD simulations conducted by 
LAMMPS are performed on 16 bicrystal symmetrical-tilt <110> Ni grain boundary structures of 
___________ 
1. Some of the results presented in this chapter have been previously published in the following publication:  
Li, R., & Chew, H. B. (2016). Grain Boundary Traction Signatures: Quantitative Predictors of Dislocation Emission. 
Physical review letters, 117(8), 085502.  
Li, R., & Chew, H. B. (2017). Grain Boundary Traction Signatures: Quantifying the Asymmetrical Dislocation Emission 
Processes under Tension and Compression. Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids, (submitted). Reprinted 
with permission from the publisher.   
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varying tilt angles  ; the interatomic interaction is governed by the embedded atom method (EAM) 
potential for Ni [83]. Each bicrystal grain boundary model structure is created by first rotating two 
single crystals by ±
 
 
 respectively about the [110]    axis, with the grain boundary located along 
the    axis. By laterally displacing one of the crystals with respect to the other in 1% increments 
of the unit structural length along the    direction and deleting the overlapping atoms with fixed 
overlapping distance0.088   , multiple possible grain boundary configurations are created for 
each  . Then all the possible structures are subjected to energy minimization and the lowest energy 
configuration is identified as the correct grain boundary structure [27, 84]. The grain boundary 
energies of the selected model structures are found to be in very good agreement with previous 
studies [21, 85]; the atomic configurations of these grain boundary structures are validated against 
previous simulations and existing experiments [23, 86-88]. Each of the bicrystal grain boundary 
structures has model dimensions of ~10×20×10 nm   in the (  ,  ,  ) directions, and is fully 
periodic in all three directions to mimic bulk structures. The grain boundary structures are 
subjected to an NVT ensemble with temperature maintained at 500K by a Nose-Hoover thermostat 
for 0.05 ns and quenched to the target temperature of 10K within 0.03 ns using an NPT ensemble. 
The box is kept to be pressure-free in all three directions with a Berendson barostat during the 
quenching process. The 16 created grain boundaries are two-dimensional (2D) which, as reviewed 
in Chapter 2, are characterized by repeating sequences of A, C, D, and/or E SUs along the   axis.  
Uniaxial tension (compression) simulations are performed on the grain boundary model 
structures by stretching (shrinking) the simulation box along the    direction perpendicular to the 
grain boundary at a strain rate of 10  /s, while maintaining stress-free boundary conditions in the 
   and    directions. The system is equilibrated to the target temperature of 10 K throughout the 
deformation process. Previous study has shown that the atomic structures of these grain boundaries 
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are the same under 0K as well as elevated to 800 K; only that at elevated temperature, a multiplicity 
of structures may exist for one grain boundaries [23]. Thus, my simulations are conducted at 10K 
to obtain clear atomic configurations without thermal noise. All the simulations are based on a 
fixed MD time step of 1fs and conducted till the first dislocation nucleates from the simulation 
box.  
The deformation of grain boundary structures with 55° <   < 100°  involve phase 
boundary migration and grain rotation, which have been well studied in Ref. [89]. Grain 
boundaries with   = 53° and 105° are extremely stable with very low grain boundary energy; 
deformation of these stable grain boundaries results in emission of dislocations from within the 
bulk crystal (Fig. 4.1). As such, the study here will be limited to grain boundaries with 0° <   <
50°and 120° <   < 180°.  Fig. 4.2 summarizes the 10 grain boundaries considered in my research. 
Fig. 4.3 shows the absolute tensile and compressive stress-strain response of these grain boundaries. 
Observe that the stress-strain curves exhibit sudden loss of stress-carrying capacity which 
corresponds to the first nucleation of dislocations in the model structure, and the maximum tensile 
(compressive) strength,|   |, is termed as the critical tensile or compressive stress for dislocation 
emission. Tension-compression asymmetry in the critical strength for nucleation of dislocations is 
consistently observed across all ten <110> symmetric-tilt grain boundary structures considered 
here. Grain boundaries with   < 50° is brittle which exhibit higher critical strength of ~12 −
14    under tension than the ~5    critical strength under compression. In contrast, grain 
boundaries with   > 120° display critical strengths of 15 − 25    under compression, but is 
ductile under compression that readily emit dislocations with critical strength of ~3 − 5   .  
Fig. 4.4 shows the deformed atomic configurations at the first instant of dislocation 
emissions for four representative grain boundaries under tension and compression loadings. Each 
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of these structures is filtered, based on the CSP values to display only non-FCC atoms, with 
dislocations colored in red and stacking faults colored in green. Observe that uniaxial compression 
of the Σ19(116)  and Σ27(115)  grain boundaries results in the ready emission of edge-type 
 
 
〈112〉 Shockley partials (  ) from the boundaries, but, under tension, dislocations only nucleate 
in the bulk at much higher stress magnitude. Similar observations are made for the remaining   <
50° grain boundary structures (Σ33(118) ,Σ9(114) ), which implies that the grain boundary 
structures of   < 50°, while seemingly ductile under compression, have even higher tensile 
strength than the same oriented bulk FCC crystals. In contrast, the Σ33(554) and Σ33(441) grain 
boundaries readily emit dislocations from their pre-existing dislocations or respective E-SUs under 
tension. However, these grain boundaries can sustain very high compressive loads exceeding 20 
GPa (Fig. 4.3b) under compression, which causes the collapse of the porous E-SUs along the 
boundaries to reform distorted A-SUs. Continued deformation results in the emission of non-
Schmid edge-type {001}〈1 10〉  full dislocations for Σ33(554) and Σ11(332) grain boundaries, 
while extrinsic {111} stacking faults of a few atomic layers thick are formed for the remaining 
  > 120° grain boundaries (Σ9(221), Σ27(552), Σ19(331), Σ33(441)). 
 
4.2 Reconstruction of Continuum-Equivalent Interface Traction Fields  
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the presence of active dislocation sources in the form of E-SUs 
was previously used to explain the ready emission of dislocation along the ductile grain boundaries 
[27, 90]. However, why these same structures are inherently brittle under compression has not 
been well-understood. In addition, certain grain boundary structures also contain pre-existing 
dislocations in the form of edge-type Shockley partials (  ), but are inherently brittle under tension 
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(e.g.  33(118),  19(116)). In the following, the notion of continuum-equivalent traction fields 
as new quantitative descriptors of the grain boundary atomic structure is introduced, and used to 
predict the critical stress for dislocation emission from grain boundaries under applied tensile and 
compressive loads.  
The local disruption of atoms from their bulk crystallographic arrangement near the grain 
boundary generates a stress-field which decays with distance away from the boundary. Consider a 
plane-of-cut, with outer normal vector   , along the equilibrium grain boundary structure, a 
distribution of tractions    has to be introduced along this plane-of-cut to maintain the same 
disruption of atoms caused by the presence of the grain boundary. These tractions are taken to 
represent the equilibrium grain boundary structure. Since these tractions are the equivalent forces 
per unit area acting across the grain boundary, they are related to the Cauchy stress tensor by     =
      . In MD simulations, the virial definition of stress is often interpreted as the Cauchy 
equivalent stress [91]. However, one cannot directly determine the grain boundary tractions from 
virial stress information along the grain boundary, since this information is only available at 
discrete atomic sites and provides an indication of stress only in an averaged sense. Instead, my 
research adopts the field projection method (FPM) based on the principle of virtual work to project 
the local virial stress information as continuum-equivalent shear     and normal     traction 
distributions along the selected plane-of-cut [92-94].  
For a static system without body force, the principle of virtual work can be written as [95]: 
∫   :   d 
 
= ∫    ∙   d 
 
= ∆Φ                           (4.1) 
, where    is the virtual strain which is work-conjugate to the Cauchy stress  ,    denotes the 
admissible virtual displacement field, and t represents the boundary tractions. Fig. 4.5a shows a 
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schematic of the field projection scheme for projecting the atomic stress information within the 
domain bounded by red lines in the upper-grain to the grain boundary denoted by dashed red lines. 
The model is divided into five regions, D0, D1, D2, D3, and D4, where D1, D2, and D3 make up the 
volume V with bounding surface S in (4.1), and L and H are the width and height of the domain. 
The (  ,  ) shear and normal tractions along the grain boundary is expressed in terms of a Fourier 
series:  










    (4.2) 
, where k is the wave number, n is the number of Fourier terms, and   
 ,  
  are the Fourier 
coefficients to be determined. Then the virtual displacement field in V is defined as: 









                               (4.3) 
, where   = 0.01 is the amplitude of the displacement variation, and  (  ,  ) is a perturbation 

























   (  ,  ) ∈   
1  (  ,  ) ∈   
               (4.4) 
as shown in Fig. 4.5b, which is specifically designed to achieve    ∙   = 0 along the solid red lines 
and    ∙   ≠ 0 along red dashed line of S in Fig. 4.5a. From the definition of (4.3) and (4.4),    is 
a continuous and smooth function, from which one can obtain the virtual strain field   . The local 
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virial atomic stress obtained from MD is considered to represent the average Cauchy stress   
within the Voronoi cell around each atom. Fig. 4.5c and 4.5d display the virial     and    stress 
in the vicinity of Σ11(332) grain boundary. While there are some controversies on the equivalence 
between the virial definition of stress and the Cauchy stress [96, 97], this ambiguity stems from 
the velocity term in the former which is negligible in my study since the MD simulations are 
conducted at cryogenic temperatures of 10  . 










, and in turn   (  ), where ∆Φ 
 ,  represent the total interatomic potential energy 
variation caused by    
 ,  in (4.3). Because each grain boundary structure has a period length   , 
significant changes to the traction distributions occur only at Fourier term   intervals of     ⁄ . Fig. 
4.5e and Fig. 4.5f show the   ,   shear and normal tractions along a Σ11(332) grain boundary 
structure, with increasing number of normalized Fourier terms   =      ⁄ . Observe that 
convergence is approximately achieved at   =  4 to 5 for both     and     traction distributions. 
Furthermore, the converged field-projected traction distributions are in good agreement with the 
discrete atomic (virial) stress values centered at atoms which are within 1.5 Å from the boundary 
(cross symbols in Fig. 4.5e and 4.5f). For all the grain boundary structures, same convergence 
analysis is repeated to obtain the final converged traction distributions. The reconstructed grain 
boundary tractions satisfy both compatibility and equilibrium requirements, and are therefore 
continuum-equivalent descriptors for the grain boundary atomic structures. 
Grain boundary structures are typically of finite thickness, and the extracted traction 
distributions will be sensitive to the plane-of-cut taken along the finite thickness dimension (  ). 
To accurately predict the critical stress for emission of dislocations from the boundary, the traction 
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distributions should be centered about the cores of pre-existing dislocations along the boundary or 
at locations where slip first initiates, for example near the relevant E-SUs. These dislocation 
emission sites typically have high resolved shear stress along the active slip-plane [98]. Fig. 4.6a 
shows the equilibrium grain boundary structure for  27(115), which colored by their CSP values. 
The three shear (  ) and normal (  ) traction distributions corresponding to three planar cuts (red, 
blue, and magenta lines in Fig. 4.6a) taken along the grain boundary are shown in Fig. 4.6b and 
4.6c respectively. The    tractions are negligible along the center of the boundary (red line) due to 
the symmetrical structure of the  27(115) grain boundary. The    tractions, however, fluctuate 
between positive and negative peaks of ~ ± 30    within a single atomic spacing at periodic 
sites along the boundary. At these sites, the equal but opposite    tractions on pairs of neighboring 
atoms contribute to shear dominant loading along the two neighboring closed-packed {111} slip 
planes in the 〈112〉slip direction, as denoted by white arrows in Fig. 4.6a. This non-trivial resolved 
shear stress arises solely from local tractions along an undeformed grain boundary structure, and 
allows one plane of atoms to slip more easily over its neighboring plane of atoms. Hence, the sharp 
transition in the     tractions between atom pairs on neighboring slip planes are indicative of 
initiation sites for dislocation slip. This has been confirmed by postdictive MD simulations under 
uniaxial compression, as shown by the deformed atomic configuration of the Σ27(115) grain 
boundary in the inset in Fig. 4.6a. In addition, the fluctuations of    traction decline with increasing 
distance    distance from the initiation sites for dislocation slip, due to the decay of the local stress 
field. The    tractions become more distinctive some distance away (blue line) since the structure 
is no longer symmetric, but rapidly decreases to 0 as the plane of cut is sufficient away from 
dislocation initiation sites (magenta line).  
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4.3 Traction-assisted Shockley Partial Emission 
Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 summarize the traction signatures of grain boundary structures with 
0° <   < 50°and 120° <   < 180° respectively. The traction signatures of equilibrium grain 
boundary structures and related atomic configurations are displayed in Fig. 4.7-i, ii and 4.8-i, ii. 
Because of the translational symmetry of these grain boundary structures, similar traction 
signatures are observed along the green dashed lines for dislocation emissions into the lower grain. 
From the MD simulations results, the low critical strength of   < 50° grain boundaries under 
uniaxial compression and   > 120° grain boundaries under uniaxial tension is associated with the 
ready emission of edge-type 〈112〉{111} Shockley partials (  ). In all cases, the transitions in the 
   traction peaks between neighboring atom pairs from positive to negative or vice-versa (black 
dashed lines in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8), assisted at times by similar transition in the    traction peaks (in 
the case of  33(554)), result in high resolved shear stresses along the {111}〈112〉 slip system. 
The atomic configurations of these grain boundaries at the instant of Shockley partial emission 
under corresponding load are display in Fig. 4.7-iii and 4.8-iii as well, which further confirm that 
slip indeed initiates from the traction transition locations. The close-up views of the deformed 
configurations in Fig. 4.8 display the effect of traction fields to resolved shear stress along the slip 
planes. While the atomic scale tractions are presented in Fig. 4.8-i as well the further validate 
traction field. 
The critical resolved shear stress    for emission of a    partial has contributions from both 
the grain boundary normal and shear tractions,    , and external loading,     . To quantify the 
former, 2D finite element analysis is carried out with the commercial code ABAQUS 6.13 with a 
parallelogram model of length    in the    direction to represent a single period of the upper grain 
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of the bicrystal structure. The parallelogram is inclined at an angle   with respect to the    axis, 
representing the angle between grain boundary interface and the possible {111} slip planes for 
Shockley partial emissions (Fig. 4.9a). The inclined boundaries on the left and right edges of the 
model are tied to simulate periodic boundary conditions, and the continuum-equivalent    and    
grain boundary tractions are applied along the lower boundary of the half-space model (In Fig. 
4.9a, traction signatures of Σ11(332) grain boundary is applied). The crystal structure is modeled 
with 4-noded bilinear plane strain elements, while infinite elements are introduced at the upper 
boundary of the model to represent the far field bulk crystal. The material properties are elastic 
anisotropic, with elastic constants     = 247   ,     = 125    and     = 148     defined in 
the three 〈100〉material orientations [83].  
To model partial dislocation slip induced by the grain boundary tractions, 4-noded cohesive 
zone elements are implemented along the 〈112〉 emission pathway pre-determined from traction 
signatures of the respective grain boundaries. To construct the constitutive relationship of the 
cohesive zone model, the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) surface of Ni is calculated by 
rigidly displacing two halves of a Ni single crystal along the close packed (111) plane in both the 
[11 0] and [112 ] directions in MD simulations. Then the shear traction versus separation 
relationship for partial dislocation slip (solid black curve in Fig. 4.9b) is obtained by taking the 
gradient of the GSFE along the 〈112〉direction. This MD-derived traction-separation relationship 
is fitted to an exponential traction-separation law (dashed curve in Fig. 4.9b), which governs the 
shear response of the cohesive elements along the 〈112〉slip plane [99]. The normal traction-
separation relation in the cohesive zone is set extremely large to simulate strong bond between 
close packed planes, while normal and shear traction-separation laws are not coupled. 
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The above finite element model is used to compute the grain boundary sliding-separation 
(   ) along the slip direction, and in turn the resolved shear stress     contribution from the grain 
boundary traction distributions. The resolved shear stress contribution      associated with the 
equivalent sliding-separation,    , is achieved from inset in Fig. 4.9c. For a partial dislocation to 
be emitted, the total resolved shear stress from contributions of both     and external loading 
     =       must exceed the critical barrier stress of   ~5.1 GPa for shear-slip (Fig. 4.9b), where 
    is the applied tensile or compressive stress, and   is the Schmid factor of the slip-system 
associated with the    partial emission from the grain boundary. Hence, the critical tensile or 
compressive strength of the grain boundary, associated with the ready emission of Shockley 
partials, can be derived as 
   
  = (   −    )  ⁄                                                          (4.5) 
As shown schematically in Fig. 4.9d for external tensile load and Fig. 4.9e for external compressive 
load, however,     only assists sliding of the slip-planes if      acts in the same direction as    . 
If     acts in the opposite direction of     , then,      must overcome both    and     to allow 
Shockley partial emission based on (4.5); the actual      required could be even higher in practice, 
since the emission of Shockley partials (e.g. 
 
 
[1 12 ]) in the reverse direction ([11 2]) requires the 






[1 2 1]) Shockley partials. This explains why grain boundary 
structures which readily emit dislocations under compression (  < 50°) tend to display high 
nucleation strength under tension, while those which readily emit dislocations under tension (  >
120°) display high nucleation strength under compression. The traction signatures further confirm 
that      for grain boundary structures with   < 50° acts in the direction of       from uniaxial 
compression (Fig. 4.9e), while      for grain boundary structures with   > 120° acts in the 
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direction of      from external tension (Fig. 4.9d). My predictions of    
   based on (4.5) for the 
ready emission of Shockley partial dislocations, as summarized in Fig. 4.10, are in perfect 
agreement with postdictive MD simulation results. 
 
4.4 Traction-impeded Dislocation Emission 
When      generated by external loading acts in the opposite direction of    , the grain 
boundaries can now sustain much higher stresses prior to defect emission. In addition, the 
suppression of Shockley partial emission by the grain boundary tractions infers that other 
dislocation mechanisms instead can be activated. For the   < 50° grain boundaries, the high 
critical strength of the grain boundaries under uniaxial tensile loading exceeds the ~12    tensile 
strength of the perfect crystals, which allows dislocations to instead nucleate from the bulk (see 
Σ27(115) and Σ19(116) in Fig. 4.4). Hence, the critical tensile strength for the bi-crystal grain 
boundary structures are almost the same as that in perfect FCC crystals with the same tilt 
orientations [98]. For the   > 120° grain boundaries, which favor the ready emission of 
dislocations only under tension, two new dislocation mechanisms are observed under high external 
compressive stresses: emission of non-Schmid full dislocations for Σ33(554) and Σ11(332) grain 
boundaries, and formation of extrinsic stacking faults for Σ9(221), Σ27(552), Σ19(331) and 
Σ33(441) grain boundaries. 
4.4.1 Non-Schmid Full Dislocation Emission 
 During compressive deformation of the Σ33(554) grain boundary, pre-existing dislocations (  ) 
along the boundary (Fig. 4.8d-ii) first reform E-SUs. Under further compression, each of these 
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porous E-SUs in turn collapses to form two distorted A-SUs, as shown by the deformed atomic 
configuration prior to dislocation emissions in Fig. 4.11a. This reformation and subsequent 
collapse of the E-SUs along the boundary is completed under large compressive loads of ~15 GPa, 
since the resolved shear stress generated by external loads must overcome those from pre-existing 
grain boundary tractions. Beyond this point, non-Schmid (001)[1 10] full dislocations, rather than 
Shockley partials, are emitted from the boundary, as shown in Fig. 4.11b. To understand the 
mechanisms underlying this process, the traction distributions along the deformed Σ33(554) grain 
boundary structure corresponding to Fig. 4.11a are projected in Fig. 4.11c. Here,  ̂   and  ̂  
represent the uniform (mean) shear and normal tractions introduced by external compression, 
while the plotted (   −  ̂ )  and (   −  ̂ )  distributions represent the fluctuations in shear and 
normal tractions caused by the atomic structure of the deformed grain boundary. Similar traction 
profiles are observed compared to the traction distributions along the equilibrium Σ33(554) grain 
boundary structure in Fig. 4.8d-i. However, the reconfigured atomic structure of the grain boundary 
now exhibits two-fold higher compression-tension peaks for (   −  ̂ ) . In addition, the 
compression-tension peaks are now shifted to atom pairs along neighboring (001) planes; the high 
    along the (001) [1 10] slip system, as denoted by arrows in Fig. 4.11b, then results in the 
emission of full dislocations. This is in contrast to the deformation process of Σ33(554) under 
tension, where fluctuations in the traction signatures are centered about atom pairs along 
neighboring (111) planes. 
 The critical external load,    
  , to trigger the emission of (001) [1 10] full dislocations from 
the Σ33(554) grain boundary under compression can be ascertained from (4.5). The     of the 
deformed grain boundary atomic configuration in Fig. 4.11a is computed from the finite element 
half-space model with imposed (   −  ̂ )  and (   −  ̂ )  traction distributions along the lower 
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boundary. The cohesive elements in the new finite element model are now along the [1 10] 
direction, and the associated traction-separation law is calculated from the gradient of the {001} 
plane GSFE for {001}<110> slip. Because of the high external compressive stress of     
    =
− 18.7 GPa just prior to initiation of slip, the {001} plane of the crystal structure experiences high 
normal stress of    =    
   cos  , where   denotes the angle between the grain boundary interface 
and the relevant {001} slip plane. This high compressive normal stress will significantly increase 
the GSFE along {100} plane [29]. As such, the {001} plane GSFE is obtained by rigidly displacing 
the (001)-oriented grains along the <110> direction in MD, while simultaneously imposing     on 
the (001) surface. The extracted cohesive zone laws are shown in Fig. 4.11d (solid curve). Note 
that neglecting the normal load contribution (dashed curve) underestimates the critical barrier 
stress    for shear slip (16 GPa versus 18.5 GPa). My predicted critical strength of the boundary 
of    
  = − 20.2 GPa obtained from (4.5) is in close agreement with the MD-obtained value of 
− 18.7 GPa. Similar calculations for the Σ11(332) grain boundary are performed and have obtained 
critical compressive strength values of    
  = − 20.5 GPa, which again is in good agreement with 
MD-obtained value of − 20.2 GPa.  
4.4.2 Extrinsic Stacking Fault Formation 
The formation of extrinsic stacking faults is observed for grain boundaries with tilt angles 
of   > 140° (Σ9(221), Σ27(552), Σ19(331), and Σ33(441)) subjected to uniaxial compression. 
Similar to the Σ33(554) and Σ11(332) grain boundaries discussed above, the compressive 
deformation process first results in the collapse of the porous E-SUs into two distorted A-SUs, as 
shown for the Σ33(441) grain boundary (Fig. 4.12a-i). Subsequent deformation induces the 
emission of a mixed partial (   =
 
 
[211] ) along a (1 11) close-packed plane (Fig. 4.12a-ii), 
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which is quickly followed by the emission of a second mixed partial (   =
 
 
[1 2 1] ) along another 
parallel (1 11) close-packed plane two {111} atomic planes away (Fig. 4.12a-iii). The emission of 









[11 2]  (-  )                 (4.6) 
, which displaces the crystal structure only along the [1 12 ] direction, leaving behind a single 
atomic-layer thick extrinsic {111} stacking fault. A top view of the (1 11)closed-packed planes 
during the extrinsic stacking fault formation process is shown in Fig. 4.12b (above): grey atoms 
denote the {111} stacking fault plane (B) with neighboring {111} planes represented by yellow 
(A) and green atoms (C). The grey and green planes, as well as the crystal structure below, first 
slips in the [211] direction with    , which is followed by slip of the green plane and crystal 
structure below in the [1 2 1] direction with   . This process leaves behind the extrinsic stacking 
fault, represented by the grey plane. The extrinsic stacking fault formation process is schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 4.12b (below). I have also observed deformation process with   emission prior 
to   emission along the Σ33(441) grain boundary, which is expected since both deformation 
processes have the same total effect (−   ) and which mix partial emits first only depends on the 
local out-of-plane (  ) stress. Similar mechanisms are also observed for the Σ9(221), Σ27(552) 
and Σ19(331) grain boundaries, albeit with different extrinsic stacking fault thicknesses. This 
deformation mechanism is different from the simultaneous emission of numerous partial 
dislocations from the grain boundary, which leads to the formation of hexagonal-closed-packed 
(HCP) phase for symmetrical-tilt  19 Cu grain boundary [29], presumably because of the higher 
stacking fault energy of Ni. 
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The reconfiguration of the grain boundary structure brought about by the collapse of the 
E-SUs into two A-SUs leads to a reconfiguration of the local stress field near the boundary. 
Comparison of the traction signatures of the equilibrium Σ33(441) grain boundary (Fig. 4.8f-i) 
versus the deformed grain boundary just prior to emission of    partials (Fig. 4.12a-i) shows that 
the maximum fluctuations in the traction peaks, and consequently the initiation sites for slip, have 
now shifted. However, these fluctuations in the traction peaks are still centered about two (1 11) 
close-packed planes. Along the favored (1 11)[1 12 ] slip system,      generated by these grain 
boundary tractions is in the same direction as     , but both (    +     ) act in opposite direction 
to the    =
 
 
[1 12 ] Shockley partial emission direction. Unlike full dislocations, emission of 
partial dislocations can only happen in one direction (i.e. +    ) [100]. In this case, where 
(    +     ) act in the reverse direction (i.e. -  ), the asymmetry of partial dislocation slip requires 
the emission of (   +  ) partials to create the extrinsic stacking faults seen in my MD simulations. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 Relationship between Grain Boundary Tractions and Grain Boundary Energy  
The grain boundary   ,   tractions will have associated   ,   separations along the grain 
boundary as a work-conjugate. For grain boundaries with active dislocation sources, i.e. pre-
existing Shockley partials, the   ,    local separation distributions are computed via the 
displacements of the deformed half-space in the finite element model with cohesive zones 
representing the active slip-systems (Fig. 4.9c). In the absence of active dislocation sources, i.e. 
Σ11(113) and Σ3(111), these separation distributions are computed from a finite element half-
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space without cohesive zones. Then, the traction energy defined by ∫   ∙      , accounting for 
contributions from both the upper and lower half-spaces (grains), represents the energy 
contribution from the local disruption in the bulk crystallographic arrangement of atoms outside 
the core structure of the grain boundary (e.g. outside of the dashed yellow and green lines in Fig. 
4.7-ii and Fig. 4.8-ii). This traction energy is primarily responsible for the generation of (a) an 
elastic stress-field which decays with distance from the boundary, as well as (b) a resolved shear 
stress along the 〈112〉 crystal orientations for grain boundaries with active dislocation sources.  
In addition to the traction energy, there is also a structural energy component which can be 
delineated into the structural energies of the A, C, D and E SUs, as well as the stacking fault energy 
and dislocation core energy of any pre-existing    partial. The core energy of the    partials per 
unit (  ) thickness is estimated to be E   = 140 meV /Å [101], while the stacking fault energy 
based on the GSFE of Ni is E   =  2 meV /Å
 . Calculating the structural energy contributions of 
the A, C, D, and E SUs is more complex. In reality, the energy of the individual SUs among 
different grain boundary structures may be different, since the SUs can have different degrees of 
distortion. For simplicity, the distortion effect is neglected and the structural energies of the C, D, 
and E SUs is assumed to primarily come from their core energies. The core energies of E  =
118 meV /Å , E  = 1 meV /Å , and E  = 275 meV /Å  for the C, D, and E SUs are obtained 
respectively by subtracting the traction energies of the  11(113),  3(111), and  9(221) favored 
grain boundary structures from the MD-calculated grain boundary energies, and divide by the 
number of specific SUs. On the other hand, the A SU represents the perfect FCC lattice and has 0 
core energy; its structural energy comes directly from elastic distortion along the grain boundary. 
Here,  33(441) grain boundary structure, which has 4 A-SUs and 2 E-SUs per   , is chosen as 
representative of the typical extent of distortion of the A-SUs across the remaining grain 
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boundaries, and I calculate the structural energy of the A-SU to be  E  = 61 meV /Å. Note that 
my predictions of the grain boundary energies in Fig. 4.13 are exact for  11(113),  9(221), 
 3(111), and  33(441), since the calculation of the structural energies of the A, C, D, and E SUs 
comes directly from the MD-calculated grain boundary energies of these structures. More 
importantly, the grain boundary energy predictions, based on combinations of the traction and 
structural energies, are also in very good agreement with MD simulation results for the remaining 
twelve grain boundary structures. 
The combined contribution of the structural and traction energies then consititues the 
global descriptor – the grain boundary energy, as shown in Fig. 4.13. Observe that the structural 
energy is a major component of the grain boundary energy, but this component is not directly 
responsible for emission of dislocations from the grain boundary structure. Even from the traction 
energies, one cannot discern if the grain boundary structures are ductile or brittle, thus local grain 
boundary descriptors are required. This explains the poor correlation between grain boundary 
energy and the mechanical properties [21, 27]. 
4.5.2 Tension-Compression Asymmetry 
The tension-compression asymmetry in the stress required for dislocation nucleation from 
symmetric-tilt grain boundaries has previously been attributed to both the role of the resolved 
stress normal to the slip-planes, and the structure of the grain boundary. My results suggest that 
the resolved normal stress plays only a supporting role in the tension-compression asymmetry 
response of the grain boundary. Instead, it is the traction distributions representing the local atomic 
structure along the grain boundary that are primarily responsible for the asymmetrical strength of 
the boundary under tension and compression. The origin of dislocation emission along the 
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boundary, and the resolved shear stress contributions from the disruption in atomic arrangement 
along boundary    , can be quantitatively ascertained from the grain boundary traction signatures. 
When     acts in the direction of the resolved shear stress contribution from external loading     , 
dislocations are readily emitted at lower stresses. When     opposes     , the grain boundaries can 
then sustain much higher stresses prior to dislocation emission. This dependence of the direction 
of      with respect to     explains why certain grain boundary orientations (  > 120°) readily 
emit dislocations under uniaxial tension but not compression, while others (  < 50°) instead 
readily emit dislocations under uniaxial compression but not tension.  
The traction signatures along the equilibrium grain boundary structures, and the associated 
dislocation nucleation sites with high    , are closely related to the structural units (SUs) along 
the boundary. The C SUs have no active dislocation source under uniaxial tensile or compressive 
load, since they are lattice dislocations with 
 
 
[110]cores in the out-of-plane direction [102]. The 
ready emission of Shockley partials for   > 120° grain boundaries under tension consistently 
initiates from the E-SUs along the boundary, or in the case of  33(554), from pre-existing 
dislocations dissociated from E-SUs along the boundary. For   < 50° grain boundaries, however, 
the ready emission of Shockley partials under compression consistently initiates from highly 
distorted A-SUs along the boundary. The E-SUs are porous regions along the boundary, and the 
weakened atomic bonding within the E-SUs infers low dislocation nucleation strength under 
tension loading. In contrast, distorted A-SUs represent high local atom density regions along the 
boundary. The build-up of stress concentration at these high local density sites under compression 
causes the ready emission of dislocations to relief the stress, which transforms the short diagonal 
of the rhombic A-SU (as viewed in the 〈110〉orientation) to become the long diagonal and 
conversely the long diagonal to become the short one. Similar observations have been made in the 
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uniaxial compression of E-SU-containing grain boundaries, where atomic reconfigurations 
associated with the collapse of the E-SUs transform each E-SU into two distorted A-SUs (Fig. 
4.11a, Fig. 4.12a-i), from which dislocations are emitted.  
Finally, the results also suggest that the tension-compression asymmetry in the stress for 
dislocation nucleation may be limited to symmetrical-tilt grain boundaries. Because of the short 
structural length    of these boundaries, only a small number of repeated SUs can lie within each 
   as shown in Fig.4.2. This severely limits the number of potential dislocation nucleation sites 
(A- or E-SUs) within each grain boundary period, each with its own preference for dislocation 
emission under tension (E-SU) or compression (A-SU). Nevertheless, it is possible for low-density 
E-SUs and highly-distorted, denser A-SUs to coexist along grain boundaries with sufficiently large 
  , which would pave the way for the ready emission of dislocations under both tension and 


















Figure 4.1 Deformed atomic configurations of (a) Σ3(111) and (b) Σ11(113) grain 
boundaries under uniaxial tensile load. structures are filtered based on the CSP 
values to display only non-FCC atoms, with dislocations colored in red and stacking 
faults colored in white. The dislocations are first emitted from perfect crystal bulk. 
















20.1° 2.02 2C+1A+4   
Σ19(116) 
 
26.5° 1.53 2C+4   
Σ27(115)  31.6° 1.29 3C+2A+D 
Σ9(114) 
 
38.9° 1.06 2C+2A+2D 
Σ33(554) 
 
121.0° 2.02 2C+2  +6D 
Σ11(332) 
 
129.5° 1.17 2E+2A 
 
Figure 4.2 Repeated structural units of periodicity    along symmetrical-tilt <110> 
Ni grain boundaries. The grain boundary structures are colored by the CSP values, 
with FCC atoms in red, dislocation cores in white, and stacking faults in blue. 
Initiation sites for ready-emission of   Shockley partials into the upper and lower 
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141.1° 0.75 2E 
Σ27(552) 
 
148.4° 1.83 4E+2A 
Σ19(331) 
 




160.0° 1.43 2E+4A 
 
Figure 4.2 (cont.) Repeated structural units of periodicity    along symmetrical-tilt 
<110> Ni grain boundaries. The grain boundary structures are colored by the CSP 
values, with FCC atoms in red, dislocation cores in white, and stacking faults in blue. 
Initiation sites for ready-emission of   Shockley partials into the upper and lower 






































Figure 4.3 Stress-strain relationships for symmetrical-tilt <110> Ni grain boundaries 














Figure 4.4 Deformed atomic configurations of four typical symmetrical-tilt <110> 
Ni grain boundaries at the peak tensile (a) and compressive (b) strength 
corresponding to the instant of dislocation emission; structures are filtered based on 
the centro-symmetric parameter to display only non-FCC atoms, with dislocations 





















Figure 4.5 Atomic field projection method. (a) Calculation domain of the field 
projection scheme using atomic stress information in the vicinity of the grain 
boundary to reconstruct the continuum-equivalent grain boundary tractions. (b) 
Perturbation-displacement envelope function  (  ,  ) . (c) Contours of the     
stress in the upper grain of a Σ11(332) grain boundary structure. (d) Contours of the 
    stress in the upper grain of a Σ11(332) grain boundary structure. Local atomic 
stresses in (c) and (d) are averaged over the Voronoi cell around each atom. (e) Field-
projected shear tractions (  )  along the grain boundary with increasing Fourier 
terms ( ). (f) Field-projected normal tractions (  ) along the grain boundary with 
increasing Fourier terms ( ) . Cross symbols in (e) and (f) denote atomic stress 



















Figure 4.6 (a) Equilibrium atomic configuration of the Σ27(115) grain boundary; 
yellow dashed lines denote the active slip planes under uniaxial compression, with 
the deformed atomic configuration in the inset. (b, c) Field-projected shear    (b) 
















Figure 4.7 Traction-signatures along brittle grain boundaries of   < 50°: normal and 
shear traction distributions with corresponding atomic configuration of the 
equilibrium grain boundary structure; traction distributions are calculated along the 























Figure 4.8 Traction signatures of (a)  9(221), (b)  27(552),  (c) Σ19(331),  (d) 
 33(554), (e)  11(332), and (f)  33(441)grain boundaries. (i) Normal and shear 
traction distributions (lines), which are averaged over the atomic spacing to obtain 
atomic-scale tractions (symbols). (ii) Atomic configurations of equilibrium grain 
boundary structure. (iii) Atomic configurations of grain boundary structure at the 
first instant of partial emission. Atoms are colored by CSP values. Close-up views 
in the insets of (d), (e), and (f) (ii): red and blue arrows denote the normal and shear 
tractions on atom pairs at the origin of dislocation slip; black arrows denote the 














Figure 4.9 Resolved shear stress contributions from grain boundary tractions. 
(a) Schematic of the finite element model of an upper half-space with imposed grain 
boundary tractions to represent the upper grain; cohesive zone laws (CZL) along the 
emission path account for slip of the    partials. (b) Cohesive zone law calibrated 
from MD for slip of a     partial in the ⟨112⟩ direction. (c) Finite element 
calculations of the deformed geometry of the equilibrium Σ11(332) grain boundary 
structure with displayed contours of the     stress; schematic of the resolved shear 
stress     and associated sliding-separation     along the slip plane in the inset. (d) 
Illustration showing the ready emission of dislocations only when     acts in the 













Figure 4.10 Summary of the critical tensile (red symbols) and compressive (blue 
symbols) strength of symmetrical-tilt ⟨110⟩  Ni grain boundaries from MD, and 
corresponding predictions (black symbols) from the traction signatures of the 















Figure 4.11 (a, b) Deformed atomic configurations of the Σ33(554) grain boundary 
under uniaxial compression, just prior to (a) and at the instant of (b) full dislocation 
emission. (c) Traction signatures along the deformed grain boundary structure 
corresponding to (a). (d) Traction separation laws for non-Schmid 
{001}⟨110⟩ dislocation slip in the absence of normal [001] stresses (dashed line), 



















Figure 4.12 (a) Deformed atomic configurations depicting sequence of out-of-plane 
partial dislocation emissions to form extrinsic stacking faults for Σ33(441) grain 
boundary under uniaxial compression, with traction signatures of the deformed grain 
boundary structure in (i) just prior to dislocation emission. (b) Top view and 
schematic representation of the stacking arrangements of {111} planes during the 











Figure 4.13 Grain boundary energy of the Ni ⟨110⟩ symmetrical-tilt grain boundary 







Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusion 
My research centers on quantifying the interface deformation mechanics in nanostructured 
metals using both atomic simulations and continuum traction signatures. The major findings of my 
thesis research are summarized below: 
Elucidated with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the first part of my research 
focuses on the complex interface-dominant deformation mechanisms in nanoscale Cu-Ag and Cu-
Al multilayered metals. In Cu-Ag nanolayered metals, my results uncover a novel mechanism 
responsible for the abrupt transition of the initially planar Cu-Ag nanolayers to become wavy 
during uniaxial tensile deformation normal to the Cu-Ag interface. Activation of this planar-to-
wavy interlayer transition mechanism is facilitated by the unique structure of the semi-coherent 
Cu-Ag interface, which permits interface sliding between the Cu and Ag interlayers to 
simultaneously accommodate the out-of-plane deformation, and to redistribute misfit dislocations 
to relax the bending stress associated with the wavy structure. In Cu-Al nanolayers, however, the 
unique Cu-Al interface structure results in the formation of closed and open stacking fault 
tetrahedra (SFT) during tensile deformation. These SFTs originate from the concurrent nucleation 
of Shockley partials from the dissociated misfit dislocations along the Cu-Al interfaces under 
tensile deformation. The final deformed configuration comprises closed SFTs within the Cu 
interlayers, as well as open-ended SFTs within the Al interlayers, which are all tied to the Cu-Al 
interfaces. The distinct interface-dominant deformation mechanisms for Cu-Ag and Cu-Al 
nanolayers are found to be associated with the contrasting shear-slip resistance of the respective 
interfaces. Specifically, the relative low shear resistance along Cu-Ag interface facilitates planar-
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to-wavy transition in Cu-Ag nanolayers, while the Cu-Al interlayers remain planar due to the 
strong barrier energy for shear-slip and the strong bonding between the Cu and Al interlayers leads 
to the formation of SFTs. The planar-to-wavy transition of the Cu-Ag nanolayers introduces high 
stress concentrations at the summits and valleys of the wavy interfaces, which are the initiation 
sites for the emission of micro-twinning partials. On the other hand, the network of open and closed 
SFTs along the Cu-Al interfaces introduces significant strain hardening. The competition between 
the interlayer thickness and the waviness wavelength for Cu-Ag nanolayers or size of the SFTs for 
Cu-Al nanolayers, ultimately controls the macroscopic strength of the respective nanolayered 
metals. 
The second part of my thesis focuses on the development of quantitative descriptors 
capable of predicting and quantifying the deformation mechanics without postdictive MD 
simulations. Using symmetrical-tilt <110> Ni grain boundaries as a model system, an atomic field 
projection method based on the virtual work principle is developed to reconstruct continuum-
equivalent traction fields from atomic stress information. Criteria based on traction signatures are 
proposed to predict the critical stress for the emission of dislocations from these grain boundaries 
under applied tension and compression. The results are in perfect agreement with postdictive MD 
simulations, suggesting that the grain boundary tractions are indeed local descriptors of the grain 
boundary atomic structure. The grain boundary traction signatures are used to explain the 
relationship between the atomic structure of the grain boundary and the observed tension-
compression asymmetry in the stress required for dislocation nucleation from symmetric-tilt grain 
boundaries. In addition, the grain boundary signatures are used to explain the formation of extrinsic 
stacking faults or the emission of non-Schmid full dislocations from certain grain boundary 
structures under compression.   
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5.2 Future Work 
My thesis research introduces the notion of traction signatures as quantitative interface 
descriptors, which have been applied to predict grain boundary dislocation emission. The traction 
signatures can potentially be used to establish the relationship between the atomic structure of the 
grain boundary structure and its propensity to impede, absorb, or transmit dislocations. This 
method is also broadly applicable to more complex interface structures, such as semi-coherent 
interfaces elucidated in the first part of my research. Therefore, my thesis is expected to be 
extended towards two specific directions: 
1. Dislocation-grain boundary interaction 
   In addition to the emission of dislocations from grain boundaries, the interaction of 
newly-emitted or pre-existing dislocations with the grain boundary plays an important role in the 
strengthening mechanisms in nanocrystalline metals. To demonstrate the dislocation-grain 
boundary interaction process, bilayer models of symmetrical-tilt 〈110〉 Ni grain boundaries are 
created in MD, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for Σ9(221) grain boundary. A larger grain size is assumed 
for the lower grain ( 10×14×10    ) compared to the upper one ( 10×6×10    ) to 
accommodate the presence of two pre-existing partial dislocations. These partial dislocations are 
introduced by deleting a group of 5 atoms along the (1 11 ) plane in the [11 2 ] direction to create a 
full dislocation dipole and the model is subjected to energy minimization. After minimization, the 





















to glide towards and interact with the grain boundary interfaces. Interesting interaction 
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mechanisms have been observed for dislocations gliding towards different parts of the grain 
boundary. As an example, Fig. 5.2 shows the interactions of incoming partials with Σ19(331) grain 
boundary surface taken at     = 1.8% . By introducing Shockley partials along two different close-
packed planes, the incoming dislocations can interact with varying SUs along the grain boundary 
structure within its periodic length    . Observe in Fig. 5.2a that the Shockley partial gets 
transmitted through the grain boundary and glides in another <112> direction thereafter. In contrast, 
Fig. 5.2b shows that the incoming Shockley partial three atomic layers away from that in Fig. 5.2a 
is impeded by the boundary surface, with no transmission observed. This phenomenon indicates 
that the interaction between grain boundary and incoming dislocations are not only affected by the 
grain orientation, but also by the inhomogeneous atomic structure of the grain boundary. 
Examining the evolving grain boundary tractions as the Shockley partial approaches and interacts 
with the boundary could provide important insights into how the atomic structure or SUs along the 
boundary impedes, absorbs, or transmits dislocations. Direct quantification of the probability of 
slip transmission based on the traction signatures can be useful in higher-scale dislocation 
dynamics modeling of the grain boundary structure. 
2. Traction signatures of 2D heterogeneous interfaces 
Symmetrical-tilt grain boundary structures are one-dimensional (1D) in general. The semi-
coherent heterogeneous interfaces, such as the Cu-Ag and Cu-Al model systems, however, have 
two-dimensional (2D) interlayer interface structures, with more complex, tri-axial, local stress 
field. Fig. 5.3 displays the σ   component of the virial stress of Cu and Ag atoms along the cube-
on-cube Cu-Ag interlayer interface. Observe that σ   is positive at the triangular stacking fault 
planes, while σ    is negative at the dissociated misfit dislocations. Additionally, the stress 
distributions are different between Cu and Ag layers. All these interesting findings are expected to 
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be interpreted by the varying 2D traction signatures along the interlayers, which is easy to obtain 
by extending the 1D atomic field projection to 2D. The traction signatures could also provide 
predictive insights into the process of unique dislocation structures (e.g. SFTs) to be formed, as 
well as the critical stress to trigger the formation of these structures. Note that the 2D traction 
signatures include the stress information of atoms in the vicinity of interfaces. Therefore, they 
account for both the atomic structure of the interlayer boundary and the coherency stress within 


























Figure 5.1 Atomic configuration of  9(221) grain boundary model with inserted 
pre-existing partial dislocations. The atoms are filtered with CSP values where only 











Figure 5.2 Atomic configuration of  19(331) grain boundary with incoming 
dislocations interact at different sites. The atoms are colored with CSP values where 









Figure 5.3 Atomic virial stress of atoms along Cu-Ag interfaces. (a) normal stress 
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